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This is not a suggestion to “whistle in the dark”. I am truly
Are you paying enough attention to the vidiot boxes to see what is taking
suggesting that in the morning-or
whenever you arise-find
a place? Really? I certainly do not refer to the convention coverage. Note all the
song in your memory which represents love, beauty, apprecia[Please see Storm Clouds Gather Over Crumbling
U.S.A., p.21
tion and positive attitudes.
Then sing it or hum it or merely
think of it when the waves of negative thoughts or physical
impacts flow upon you. An especially good song is “You’ll
Ray Bilger:
The Untold History
Never Walk Alone” for when you can sing a bit of the words you
Of America,
Part II, p.7
will be reminded that storms come and go, LIFE happens-and
The News Desk, p. 10
each day is a new beginning with company along your journey
and today may be THE day you have worked toward, served for,
It’s Getting Deep In The Heart Of Texas! p. 12
and attainment can be realized in some measure of growth and
Vortex Kit Now Available From New Gaia, p. 1 3
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record. The American public cheered and waved yellow ribbons and swelled with pride. Readers: some of
the missiles called Scuds were armed with concrete,
nothing more. Further, the accuracy of the Patriot
missiles was almost 100% failure.
With this in mind as FACT-who
misleads you?
Obviously, if the only information you get comes from
the media and what you are told, the lies are fully aimed
at YOU by the cover-up deceivers and are intentional.
You are NOT told the truth of how or why a war
incident begins or about the players involved to pull off
a sham, so how could you know the other details? It
becomes easy to destroy a nation and here I do now have
the document to share with you so you can see how it
works. Please use this as a reminder of the games and
you can apply the principle to ANYTHING.
John Coleman has done a special issue of his WIR
to fit with the Fourth of July holiday of this year, 1996.
It appears to have been published in June. Again, I owe
a debt of gratitude to one of our Australian readers who
is a constant source of background information-FOR
YOUR CONFIRMATION.
Dr. Coleman is so kind and gracious in his sharing
that we cannot yet fully offer reward for such allowances-but we will get “there” and meanwhile you will
have had the information.
Please, if you already have
John’s books, don’t neglect sending him a card or note
of appreciation for his fine and insightful work. Sometimes it is only the love and appreciation that keeps us
going when those Eveready batteries begin to lose their
clout.
Since the mind-manipulation
subject is so appropriate for TODAY and what is happening I think we
will choose to delay the next segments of Burgin’s
missile discussion about the Gulf War incidents and
offer the Coleman material. Remember, readers, my
task is not to give revelations BUT TO OFFER YOU
INFORMATION, which is already available to you if
you but know where to look. Yes indeed, I could just
tell you to get Coleman’s paper-but
how many would
do so? Coleman can tell you to go forth and STUDY
and really know your Consfitution-but
how many will
do so? Right, so when a topic is of such urgency as this,
we offer it AGAIN and then again if necessary.
I am asked if I couldn’t just sort of summarize the
articles and save space and time. NO, I WON’T! The
least I can do in appreciation is to offer IN FULL such
documents as are shared so that you can evaluate the
material-and
not just use my interpretation. The only
way to do that is to basically offer what we can in as full
This is a request of all valid
a text as possible.
authors-to use the work but to use it all as offered. No
author objects to comments or opinions-but
every
author SHOULD object to gross disregard of the content
as offered to the public. The best material needs no interpretation save that of the author and you, the receiver. Censors
and critics are the destroyers of worlds.

StormClouds
Gather
OverCrumbling
UAA,
[Continued

from

things which are hardly even mentioned as the days of
hoopla and gathering mass hypnosis takes over the
political scenes wherein every word uttered is planned
for its value to cause chaos or putting you back to sleep
as you turn over the remainder of your lives to the
orchestrating thugs.
BROADCAST
& POWER
INTERRUPTIONS
How many of you are noting the troubles being
unfolded on the Turner networks? There are interruptions in signals, static interruptions and then there is
shutdown of the entire television cable systems and on and
on-while nobody is focusing on anything of VALUE
Moreover, you continue to have daily “brownouts”,
“blackouts” and nobody is even paying attention any
longer. The electric grids go dead and nobody hardly
notices except for the interruptions in the pleasure
departments.
Have you noticed how life STOPS when
the power goes off? Well, get ready, dear ones, for it is
going to happen a lot in the days to come.

Front

Page]

mass reaction become the outcome of the moment. The
point becomes a “good convention” without thought to
GOOD LEADERS. The football and the war wounds
become the central qualifying issues! Where is your
CONSTITUTION?
Missing, of course.
YOU ARE
WITNESSING
THE TAKEOVER BY THE NEW
WORLD ORDER.
ENTER.
TAVISTOCK

THE
INSTITUTE

Remember all those lessons we shared, especially
the ones from John Coleman, on brainwashing and
mind control7
Are you noticing the large array of
Brookings Institute speakers and commentators during
this “political frenzy”? Well, readers, you are witnessing a technique perfected by the Tavistock Institute for
Human Relations. This is the world’s premiere brainwashing institute.
Tavistock names this method of
creating public opinion “long range penetration and
inner directional conditioning”. Once you know what
it is you can’t overlook its methodology and you can
watch it at work before your own eyes.
ELECTION
PATHOS
It is not just a Republican Convention attitude; you
have seen it in full flower as the Clintons are exonerNote the crooked faces on the crooked liars who get ated from all “wrongdoing”, all illegal activities, and
up and give their show-and-tell in the exact opposite actually the touting becomes one of moral integrity as
thrust of what they have planned for you. Note the silly the hype goes on and it is “proven” through court
rituals of the chanting crowds who are so wound up at garbage that “the guilty are innocent”.
those conventions as to have no notion at all of what
How many of you realize that sweet Hillary had her
they are about. The visitors are simply there doing visits with the Spirits of Mrs. Roosevelt and Ghandi?
what everybody else is doing, and dignitaries are there Do you, however, realize that these two were the most
protecting their own assets, in great numbers, to be devout and worst of the Communists (in actual theory
seen and treated with the trappings of visiting royalty. of what “Communism” has come to mean)? Of course
his is all after the fact of the selection, whileheat ant they wouldn’t call it that, nor would they accept it from
anyone else-but that is and was exactly what it was.
MORE
READING
But the important point here, readers, is that you can no
longer tell one Party or one Politician from another as
Latest
Book by Dr. Coleman:
they are ALLOWED to SPEAK. Deviation from the
SOCIALISM: THE ROAD TO SLAVERY;
Party Line is tested as by Powell on “choice”, but no
further in-depth meaning than drawing pictures in the
Also
available:.
sand at the seashore on rising tide. No dissension is
DIPLOMACY
BY DECEPTION;
allowed
to slop over onto the mesmerized participants
And another
fine book:
as the frenzy is fed through all the senses of the human
CONSPIRATORS’HIERARCHY:
THE
spectators. The spectators think they are participantsSTORY
OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300.
no, they are robots going through the rituals of political
These are all available from:
programming.
They do not cause good government;
they facilitate the downfall of good government.
Joseph’s
Publlshlng
c/o
Since I have sidetracked onto this subject I believe
I
will
ask someone to get me some information from
WORLD INTELLIGENCEREVIEW (WIR)
Coleman on this topic because the man is more quali2533 N. Carson St.
fied to speak on Tavistock than any person into reCarson City,NV 89706
searching mind-control methodologies.
Our next topic in Fire From The Sky VI, is along the
same lines of hyper-presentation of lies to mislead and
Each book is $20 and includes shipping & distract YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
The topic upcoming is
handling.
For
orders
by
credit card,
called “The Patriot Missile Hoax”. Bush bragged about
please
call I-800-942-0821.
how wonderfully .they performed, with a near perfect
l

l

l

l

[QUOTING, From: Dr. John Coleman’s WORLD
IN REVIEW, June 1996, Vol. 5, No. 6 (WIR, 2533 N.
Carson St., Carson City, NV 89706). Subscription
Rates (U.S., Canada and Mexico): 6 Months $60.00, 12
Months $110. Outside of North America: 6 Months
$75.00, 12 Months $140.00; PART 1:]

STORM
UNITED
A

SPECIAL

CLOUDS
GATHER
OVER
THE
STATES
OF AMERICA,
4TH

OF

JULY

ISSUE

The brave Pilgrim Fathers who set off from their
homes to a far-distant land where an uncertain future
awaited them, rather than continue to suffer the abuses
of tyranny, which with it, brought a decline in the
metaphysical and spiritual welfare of their persons and
nation, marked the beginning of the greatest civilization in the history of mankind on Barth, at least for the
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population.
past 6000 years.
Then, as today in America, the people of Rome lost
The remarkable thing is not that this great upsurge
of learning, culture, economic well-being, arts, litera- their initiative and increasingly became more depenture and system of government should have arisen on dent on government responsibility which meant more
the vast North American Continent, but rather that it control by government of their lives. In the America
should have begun to decline so rapidly. When dealing established by the Pilgrim Fathers and preserved as a
with past, great, civilizations, historians in general near-perfect system of government (given the vagaries
tend to blame outside influences such as invasion and of mankind) by the Founding Fathers, this was a poison
overrunning by barbaric hordes. This is true of the that surely eroded their concept of a United States. A
s3re indication of a sick society is the passing of
historians’ view of Rome, but it is at best, a superficial
initiative among its people and a greater dependency
view.
A reading of Toynbee’s works-although
I am not upon authority.
When this happens, it is not long before the balance
one of his admirers-nevertheless
will convince skeptics of the paucity of this view. Toynbee writes that out of power lying in the hands of government, brings
of the 2 1 times civilizations were established, 19 per- forward some opportunist, aggressive “leader” who
ished from internal decadence and not from external seizes control and establishes a despotic dictatorship
conquest.
If ever we
want clear evidence of
But the important point here, readers, is that you can no
internal
decadence,
a
wasting of spiritual sublonger tell one Party or one Politician from another as they
stance, cultural deterioare ALLOWED to SPEAK. Deviation from the Party Line
ration, whose Republican institutions are daily
is tested as by Powell on “choice”, but no further in-depth
under vicious assault, we
meaning than drawing pictures in the sand at the seashore
need look no further than
the Clinton presidency
on rising tide. No dissension is allowed to slop over onto
and his administration,
the mesmerized participants as the frenzy is fed through all
which is fast becoming a
spiritually-dead ruthless
the senses of the human spectators. The spectators think
hierarchy, where the posthey are participants- no, they are robots going through the
sibility of an outright Socialist dictatorship being
rituals of political programming.
They do not cause good
established looms large
government; they facilitate the downfall of good government.
in the brooding storm
clouds hovering over this
once great land.
Even more, we need only look at the compelling
of the worst kind. It is not without reason that there
condition of total decadence on every hand in the exists the old saying, “All nations have the government
government in Washington as evidenced in the frantic they deserve.”
In Rome nationalism was swamped by universalcover-up by the Democrat Party of their leader, as
unworthy a man to lead the party and this nation as ism and to quote Gibbons’ THE DECLINE AND FALL
could be found, even if a diligent search were to be OF THE ROiU4N EMPIRE... ” The name of the Poet
mounted throughout the world to secure one who would was almost forgotten, that of orator was usurped by the
sophists. A cloud of critics, of compilers, of commenbe his equal.
The other general misconception of which some tators, darkened the face of learning and the decline of
notable historians are guilty of, namely, that material genius was soon followed by the corruption of taste...
progress and luxury and a high standard of living have This diminutive stature of mankind... was sinking daily
contributed toward the decadence that set in in ancient below the old standard and the Roman world was
civilizations-Rome
often being cited as an example of indeed peopled by a race of pygmies.”
If this does not accurately &scribe the state of the
their point of view. However, this viewpoint arises
from a confusion of cause and effect, which is most American nation today, nothing else will. One cannot
turn on T.V. without being greeted by “a cloud of
often the result of a superficial education.
When a society begins to show signs of cultural compilers and commentators darkening the face of
neglect leading to cultural decline, there comes with it learning.” In his book, OUTRAGE, The Five Reasons
a stronger and stronger manifestation of the decline in Why 0. J. Simpson Got Away WithMurder, a veteran
the increased hedonistic lifestyle of the populace where former prosecutor Vincent Bugliosi says of such com.m
..
eat, drink and be merry, live for today, if it feels goodmentators:
do it, wanton sex, degradation of women, homosexual“Why should I care if these talking heads (comity and libertinism become the culture. In the United
mentators) were babbling and ranting on TV alStates, this wanton hedonism is given free reign in such
most around the clock? Actually, I wouldn’t have
places as Hollywood and is prominently featured in the
cared if Simpson had been convicted. But I feel
films it turns out. Some of these Hollywood types even
confident-although
I can’t be positive--that they
F play a prominent role in influencing the Clinton Ad’
contributed, even if not in a major way, to the not
ministration.
guilty verdict in the case. The majority of them
Today, if we but knew it, we are witnessing the
were criminal defense attorneys who, whenever
decline and fall of the United States where a decadent
possible, usually offered a pro-Simpson pro-degovernment has persuaded its populace that they, the
fense interpretation to what was happening in court,
government, can “fix” everything by mechanical legismagnifying defense points far beyond their worth
lation and where misguided loyalty to Pres. Clinton
and muting important points made by the prosecubegs the question, “which is worse, misguided loyalty
tion.
or none at all?”
“Like the print media they were constantly
This is precisely the same situation which pre‘finding problems
and weaknesses -with the
vailed in Rome where industry had given way to indoprosecution’s evidence that eithe!Pid not exist or
lence, where “bread and circuses”, chariot races, bloody
that they exaggerated. They-loved to expound on
sports such as boxing, consumed the time of the people,
how the prosecution’s case .was unraveling. ‘The
who daily scrambled for free,pread and pline handed out
D.A. has no chance of winning...Their case is in
by the Roman welfare system. The City of Rome in due
these negative interpretations of the
rubbles...’
course became badly disfigured by narrow streets
progecution’s case Were in thcair every day and
crowded with shabby housing inhabited by a shiffless
I*
..
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night, and they became the conventional wisdom,
the party line, as it were.
“If the jury somehow inferred that the consensus of the community was that the prosecution’s
case was full of holes and falling apart, how could
this not help but push them, consciously or otherwise, in the direction of reasonable doubt, and
hence a not guilty verdict?”
Bugliosi is fairly sure that the jurors heard all of the
commentaries by the “talking heads” through conjugal
and family visits allowed by Ito, who comes in for a
horrible shellacking of his handling of the case. [H:
What is meant by “talking beads”? Well, readers
and TV watchers-what
do you actually SEE when
you look at pictures and watch TV news commentaries?
All you ever see of the persons supposedly at those news-desks, etc., are the HEADS with
the waggling mouths. Thus what you ACTUALLY
see are ‘talking” heads.]
What Bugliosi was describing, although he is not
aware of it, is one of the techniques perfected by tbe
TAVISTOCK
INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RELATIONS, the world’s premiere brainwashing institute.
As I mentioned first in 1979, Tavistock calls this
method of creating public opinion, “long range penetration and inner directional conditioning”.
AS I
have possibly the only Tavistock training manual in
private hands, certainly in the United States, I can
speak with some authority on the subject of Tavistock
methodology used to brainwash the American public at
large.
Thanks to Tavistock, Pres. Clinton is winning the
Whitewater battle, as is his wife, whose involvement in
questionable transactions like the infamous Castle
Grande scheme cost the American public millions of
dollars. Her seances withMrs. Roosevelt andMahatma
Gandhi, two of the worst Communists ever to walk the
Earth, should shock Americans, but probably won’t,
again thanks to Tavistock. The “talking heads” are in
overdrive in their efforts to cover the posterior of Pres.
Clinton. They use Tavistock’s conditioning around the
clock:
“The

American

people

don’t

understand

Whitewater.”
“Whitewater
is very different
from
Watergate where the issues were easy to
understand.”
“The American people aren’t interested in
Whitewater.”
“The American voter does not thin4k
Whitewater is a significant matter.”
“Voters don’t much care about Whitewater.”
“By the time the election comes around,
voters will have discounted Whitewater
as a factor in their decision-making.”
“Whitewater was some land deal in which
the Clintons were only marginally involved.”
“The public is bored with Whitewater.”
“Whitewater is not a big issue.”
I kept diligent score of these phrases and I can
report that they were used in the aforementioned forms
or words closely related to the above, both in the written
media and on TV, by 187 “talking heads” commentators and journalists as follows:
(H: I don’t know hoir Dr. Coleman counted or
wherefrom he gets his information but I don’t doubt
the validity of his observatioara You will note tbat in
the Dumber8 and months be offers there is a thrust,
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When was the date of the last Republican Convenan increase, every other month. This is extremely continue-this topic when we next write. However, in
important for people have such short attention spans leaving I would like to run a little test of our own in that tion prior to this one? Where was it held? Who was the
keynote speaker?
and tend to forget quickly unless reminded conWho invented the telestantly. Moreover, invalid information can be slipped
phone? In what year? What
in without any note being taken of the errors in
A reading of Toynbee’s works-although
I am not one
about the radio?
When?
reporting.]
Well, right off you probably
of his admirers-nevertheless
will convince skeptics of
missed the first question in
January 1996:
2210 times.
the paucity of this view. Toynbee writes that out of the
this paragragh because it was
February:
1790 times.
a man named Reise in the
March:
2006 times.
21 times civilizations were established, 19 perished
telephone instance and not
April:
1735 times.
from internal decadence and not from external conBell, and Marconi is wrong
May:
2473 times.
in the second as Tesla “inJune:
112 1 times. Up to and including
quest. If ever we want clear evidence of internal decavented” wireless radio. The
June 18th
strange thing is that the LIE
dence, a wasting of spiritual substance, cultural deterionever replaces the TRUTH
[H: I would point out several observations here.
ration, whose Republican institutions are daily under
but does, when heard enough,
There is both a negative and positive side to such as
become the accepted ritualthe information
passed on by Dr. Coleman-or
ANY
vicious assault, we need look no further than the Clinton
istic retort.
Why? Because by simply establishing
tiauthority”.
presidency and his administration, which is fast becomNow, who was the most
himself as “an authority” the material and numbers
powerful man on the stage at
are presented and accepted in such a way as to not be
ing a spiritually-dead ruthless hierarchy, where the poslast night’s session of the
questioned. This does not mean in any way whatsoRepublican
Convention?
sibility
of
an
outright
Socialist
dictatorship
being
estabever that the numbers are not correct or the concept
Right: Bush, and, who was
invalid. What I am telling you is TO CHECK OUT,
lished looms large in the brooding storm clouds hovering
the most despicable? Right
RESEARCH, DISCERN AND THEN JUDGE FOR
again, Bush. But, one of the
YOURSELF
BASED ON SOMETHING
OTHER
over this once great land.
worst of the morality-lackTHAN ANY AUTHOR’S RESOURCE.
THIS INEven more, we need only look at the compelling
ing operatives on the roster
CLUDES ME! There is a KNOWN involved here in
was FORD. We won’t even
this presentation
which is not a Tavistock original
condition of total decadence on every hand in the govembother to speak of “Uncle
and that is that people will tend to believe anything
Ronnv”. I suggest you get
ment in Washington as evidenced in the frantic cover-up
told to them by an “authority or expert”. If it is put
another
copy of Trance Forinto PRINT, it is believed and if you team up with
by the Democrat Party of their leader, as unworthy a man
mationofAmerica by O’Brien
these two factors-you
can fool just about everyone
and Phillips-OR, go study it
every time. Then above all things: MAKE SURE
to lead the party and this nation as could be found, even
again and again until you unTHERE IS CONTINUAL REPETITION OF WHATif
a
diligent
search
were
to
be
mounted
throughout
the
derstand, immediately, the
EVER YOU WISH “BELIEVED” AND THE DEED
GAME AFGQTHERE.
IS ACCOMPLISHED.
world to secure one who would be his equal,
Thank you and good
This, coupled with rampant voter fraud-which
we
morning.
will come to later-will
be enough to get Clinton away
and running for the next four years, in spite of over- I will name off several things in question form and see
8/16/96 #l
HATONN
how much you can answer without stopping to research.
whelming evidence of his unsuitability to hold of&e.
Had Clinton been subject to an FBI check, as all White This helps you to understand how manipulated and
Since we have a townfull of visitors and myriads of
controlled are your receivings. After you make a note
House employees must undergo, in itself unconstituclassify how and from whom you got responsibilities to be attended, I must consider allowtional, there is reason to doubt whether or not the results of incidents-then
ing shorter writings during the interim. However, I feel
your information.
would have qualified him for any job in the White House.
When did the plane crash which killed Ron Brown? we need to move along a little further in Coleman’s July
Fourth writing, for you are not into Political Party
Who was,Ron Brown?
[END QUOTING OF PART l]
Where was the place located?
Who runs that Conventions- which have become nothing but a political rally of sorts with no basis for actually selecting a
We have run short of time for this writing so will country? Why was Brown there?

CONTACl?The PhoenixProject
CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-erring sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERA-TOR.
.
*

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into ex.istence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers thanwas possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIX
JOURNALS. Mu& incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the PfiOENlX LIBEZU TOR ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall
Know

The Truth

And The Truth

Shall Make

You

Mad!”

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACnng
with ali of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
-Dr.
Edwin
M. Young
Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT
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candidate. Since Dr. Coleman has done such a superb
job of summarizing the Clintons’ antics I believe it is
important to have the information prior to the Democratic Convention for Buffoons.
[QUOTING, PART 2, from John Coleman’s WORLD
IN REVIEW (WIR) newsletter:]

[Still speaking of Clintons]
The Clintons lead a charmed life, buoyed up in a
sea of jello poured out by the print and electronic
media, 24 hours a day, a non-stop brainwashing which
is on hand to greet us from sunrise to sunset, charting
a course through a blizzard of accusations which would
have sunk the Pope, had he been the target. Clinton’s
Tavistock spin doctors steer his barque through waters
so filled with the rocks of his record that it should have
been holed at least 50 times and sunk long ago. Let us
examine Clinton’s record:
The latest shocking allegations appear in the book,
PO WERSIN PARTNERS: THE CLINTONSAND THEIR
AMERICA, by Roger Morris, a former senior aide to

Presidents Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon. Morris
is a very respected writer whose book is published by
the publishing house of Henry Holt. Morris details
scores of allegations which, if they are provable would,
under normal circumstances be so damaging as to
disaualifv Clinton from ever holding Dublic office
again. But a decadent, thoroughly corrupt United
States is not operating under normal circumstances.
Among the allegations made by Morris are the
following:
Evidence of a “serious and sustained affair” between Hillary Rodham Clinton and Vince Foster.
Roger, his half brother, was caught on police video
camera telling a supplier, “Got to get some (cocaine)
for mv brother, he’s got a nose like a vacuum cleaner.”
[H: And we all thought he didn’t inhale!]
Clinton pulled every string to avoid the Vietnam
draft. This amazingly well documented, full account of
how Clinton evaded the Draft should be an eye-opener
to everyone
except perhaps
Sen. Sarbanes and
Tavistock-trained Mark Fabiani, White House counselor and attack dog-in-chief.
Paula Corbin Jones’ claim that Clinton had propositioned her in a hotel room was just one of scores of
incidents involving troopers acting as sexual gophers
for Clinton when he was governor.
And so on and so forth, page after page after page
of this sort of stuff. Now the President will probably
have to either ignore the allegation contained in the
book or charge slander. It will be interesting to see
what transpires.
The very idea that such things as
Morris alleges, the Gennifer Flowers scandal and the
Paula Corbin Jones case, would make most Americans
believe that Clinton shouldn’t hold any public office.
That would be the case if it were not for the
Tavistock Institute which has an answer for everything Clinton and his wife do. Their Tavistock-trained
lawyer, Mark Fabiani, (or at least his responses give
this impression), has rebuttals and explanations for
everything, explanations one has the benefit of from a
Tavistock Institute education.
What the Morris book about Clinton and his wife
describes, is called moral turpitude but it does not seem
to make any difference to Clinton defenders in the
Democrat Party. Sen. Sarbanes, in particular, spent
hours during the Whitewater hearings-and
afterwards,
on talk shows like Larry King Live explaining that
there was no evidence of wrongdoing by the Clintons in
Whitewater. It was all just a big Republican plot to cost
their man the election.
Such a sanguine approach will not fool anyone who
continues to look at Clinton’s record:
Longtime Arkansas insider buddy, Wes Hubbell,
appointed No. 2 man at the Justice Dept, convicted of
stealing close to $400,000 from Rose Law firm and sent
to prison. Hubbell was also a confidant of Hillary
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Clinton, a Rose’Law firm partner.
Clinton insiders Ron Brown, Henry Cisneros and
Mike Espy placed under investigation for various forms
of alleged criminal misconduct. Espy is forced out of
office. All held senior cabinet posts.
Clinton tries briefly to prevent Whitewater investigators from doing their job by claiming “executive
privilege”.
Paula Corbin Jones brings sex harassment suit
sgainst Clinton (she was only one of many such cases
according to author Desmond Morris) and Clinton’s
lawyers try the absurd ploy of claiming “active duty”
status to deflect it. Attorney Bennett quickly gets the
message from the public, “This isn’t going to work.”
Court has still to set trial date. [H: And you have
another Convention so the old boy can try it again!]
One-time banker, David Hale, accuses Clinton of
putting pressure on him to make illicit loan to James
McDougall and wife, Susan, which was never repaid.
Hale convicted on fraud charges but stands by allegation.
Long time close friends and business partners of
Pres. and Mrs. Clinton, James and Susan McDougall,
convicted on multiple counts of fraud in which Clinton
testified by videotape in their defense. Clinton not
charged with any wrong doing in Whitewater partnership with the McDougalls.
Apparently continues to
bear a charmed life.
Mrs. Clinton “parleys” $1,000 investment in cattle
futures into $100,000 with help of Clinton Crony tycoon “Tyson”. Cattle futures traders experts dub exercise “an impossibility”. Senate Whitewater Committee
makes several complaints about tardiness of White
House in turning over documents. White House says
billing records for work done by Mrs. Clinton while at
Rose Law firm “lost”.
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Months later the “1OSt”
billing records are “discovered” in the nersonal auarters of the Clintons in the
White House.
Senate Whitewater Committee alleges that Hillary
Clinton, concerned about the discovery of damaging
documents by investigators, “dispatched her trusted
lieutenants to contain any political embarrassment or
political damages”.
“Trusted lieutenants” accused of stonewalling, convenient lapses of memory and worse and referred to
Special Prosecutor Starr for possible criminal indictment of lying to, and/or obstructing Committee.
Several Senators ask for criminal charges of perjury or obstruction of justice against senior Clinton
insider advisors, including Harold Ickes. Also request
same for other Clinton aides whom they allege were
involved in removal of files from office of Vincent
Foster after his alleged suicide.
Whitewater Special Prosecutor investigates whether
or not Hillary Clinton arranged and orchestrated the
firings of White House travel office employees including the charges brought against its director which were
later dismissed. Strong suspicion that Hillary Clinton
tried to steer business to her Hollywood “in crowd”
friend, Harry Thomassen and his wife, frequent guests
at the White House, and whether or not Hillary Clinton
later lied about her role.
In course of the Travelgate investigation it surfaces
that the White House requested and obtained more than
400 FBI confidential files on Reagan-Bush era employees. White House spin doctor Panetta calls it an
“inexcusable mistake” while Clinton calls it “a bureaucratic snafu”. White House Tavistockianlawyer Fabiani
goes into usual attack-dog mode.
Bruce Lindsay, longtime Arkansas close friend and
Clinton confidant named as an unindicted co-conspira-
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tor in the trial of two Arkansas bankers accused of
providing funds for Clinton gubernatorial campaign in
1990. Bankers, who are now on trial in Arkansas, also
had close ties to Clinton.
Rog ;r Altman, forced to resign in disgrace.
White House legal counselor Bernard Nussbaum
forced to resign under accusations of highly irregular
conduct.
House opens investigation into the White House
FBI files scandal.
House threatens to charge White House with obstruction of Congress unless thousands of pages of
documents it is seeking are turned over by end of June.
Totally reliable source confirms that Hillary Clinton
tries to talk with Eleanor Roosevelt and Mahatma
Ghandhi to secure their advice!
Clinton continues to bear a charmed life, buoyed up
by a sea of jello poured out by a Tavistock-directed
sympathetic print and electronic media.
SENATE

KEY

ROLES
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States to whom the Senators are no longer accountable.
This leaves them free to vote for measures that fly in the
face of the wishes of the Sovereign People of the
Sovereign States, notable examples being the Panama
Canal Treaty, The Gulf War, NAFTA and GATT, to
name just a few.
[END QUOTING OF PART 21
I would like, in closing this segment, to remind you
of something else which is so significant as to have
escaped most of you even though most of you will
remember it.
NIKITA

KHRUSHCHEV

In June of 1957, Nikita Khrushchev, head of the
Soviet Communist Party and President of the USSR,
speaking on American nationwide television, said:
“I can prophesy that your grandchildren in American will live under Socialism.” (This in itself tells you
that “Communism” is a sick co& for total Socialism.)
“And please don’t be afraid. Your grandchildren will
not understand the progressive nature of a socialist
society.”
When he was preparing to leave for his celebrated
visitto theUnitedStates,
Khrushchev made the following statement:
u We cannot expect Americans to jump from Capitalh
to Communism, but we CAN ASSIST THEIR
ELECTED LEADERS
IN GIVING AMERICANS
SMALL DOSES OFSOCIALISM
UNTIL THEY SLIDDENLY AWAKE TO FIND THEY HAVE COMMUNISM. n
All of you who still think this is some kind of a bad
joke had best reconsider your thought processes.

Since the Senate is playing such a key investigation
role, it might be prudent at this point to look at how
senators are appointed, what their functions are, and
what the Constitution has to say. Originally, it was
never intended that there be Statewide elections for
U.S. Senators. This was left up to the State Legislatures with the responsibility for electing two of its most
esteemed members with long and honorable records.
The Framers of the Constitution felt this was a safe
method of selection as the members of the State Legislatures themselves truly represented the wishes of the
Sovereigns, the citizens residing in the several States.
[II: Oh yes indeed, this is EXACTLY what the CONSTITUTION says!]
At all times we need to RECALL TEAT ELECTIONS ARE A MATTER FOR TEE STATES. not II
the Federal Government.
There is no such entity
mentioned in the Constitution as the Federal Elections
THERE ARE NO FEDERAL ELECCommission.
TIONS. Elections belong to the Sovereigns of the
several States and NOT to Washington.
The intent of the Framers wasto hold the elected
senators responsible for their actions in Washington,
II
so that thev could be called before their respective State 11
Legislaturk and asked for an accounting of their deeds,
where the legislators were displeased over their votes
on certain issues. This was the primary intent: that
senators be fully accountable to the State legislatures
and, through them, to the Sovereigns, the people
residing in the several States.
But this finely-tuned instrument was turned on its
head through passage of the 17thAmendment, which
was ratified in 1913:
“The Senate of the United States shall be composed
of two Senators from each State, elected by the people
thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall have one
vote. The electors in each State shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous
branch of the State Legislature, etc.”
The 17thAmendment was ratified by the States on
April 8, 1913 and ratification opened the doors to the
perfidious multi-million-dollar
State-wide elections
which have cursed the States and the Sovereigns with
Lobbyists and Political Action Committees, totally
eliminating control over Senators by the Sovereigns
of the several States, as was the intent of the Founding Fathers.
As a result, Senate races have become no better
than Turkish bazaars where wares are bartered and
traded. Senate seats-and
the men who vie for themhave become saleable items. In this regard, as elsewhere, the United States matches many of the conditions which prevailed when Rome was in a state of
decline.
Lobbyists and “special interest groups” now control Washington through these Senators thereby usurping the functions of the Sovereigns of the several ip
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Now, remember WHO set up the Communist Party
in Russia and begat the Soviet Union. All the names of
that Board of Directors changed their NAMES to protect the identity of the actual participants.
“Communism”, as in PARTY, is NOT “Communism” as would
be practiced by a non-thinking species-it is the fnndamental lie which allows the integration of STATE
RULE BY THE ELITE-in
a purely SOCIALISTICFASCIST STRUCTURE.
And, to get there, there will be a breakdown of the
Welfare System, the Retirement Programs and chaos
will ensue. This is going to happen because the ones on
Welfare will not be able to get work, eat or shelter
themselves-that
capability has been TRAINED OUT
OF THEM
The children on Welfare will become
totally integrated for programming,
wards of the
STATE. There will be planned hardship, citizen uprising and chaos, crimes, and holocaust as it falls apart.
Your nations will be unable to fill-in with assistance
with the myriads of famines, natural disasters (no
longer “Nature”-caused) and breakdown into bankruptcy of the entire economic system ofglobal interflow.
So, I am a fear-monger7
Where have YOU been
who would tout such a thing? YOU WHO STATE
SUCH OBVIOUS IGNORANCE ARE THE VERY
ONES WHO HAVE BROUGHT YOU TO “HERE”!
Never mind ME; it is YOU on the hotseat, World
Citizen.
May God have mercy in your time of need that you
might open your hearts, minds AND SOULS to HIS
WONDROUS PRESENCE for you are IN TROUBLE,
WORLD!
Good morning and Salu.
So, America, HERE is where you are today! The
crossroads of your very planetary structure in passage
is at your feet and a decision is mandatory.
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The

Untold

History

Of America
Part II of a Series
Editor k note: Part Z of this bold series was entireorganization is m
from the inside out
presented in the 8/13/96 issue of CONTACT.
From the very inception of the American nation in

8/14/96

RAY BILGER

[A correction to Part I: In Part I of this series, in
the August 13, 1996 issue of CONTACT, on page 6, in
the second column, the reference to “Baron Edmond
de Rothschild, born in 1744”, should have read “Baron
M.A. Rothschild (1744.1812)“.
(Baron Edmond de
Rothschild presided over the Paris Peace Conference
that ended World War I.)]
James Polk was President of the United States in
May of 1846 when hostilities broke out with Mexico.
On the night of his inauguration, Polk had told his
Secretary of the Navy that one of his plans was the
acquisition of California.
Not surprisingly, Polk instigated the Mexican War by sending troops into disputed territory along the Rio Grande. Mexico had already rejected an American negotiator named John
Slide11 (remember that name), and then killed some
American soldiers, providing the perfect pretext for
what was a bloody war. In the end, Mexico was no
challenge for American military might, and a peace
treaty was signed less than two years later, in February of 1848. The U.S. gained New Mexico, Arizona
and California, but over 9,200 of our soldiers had deserted during the war. The U.S. paid Mexico $15 million.
Part 1 of this story informed us that in 1801 the
British-based Freemasonic Lodge established itself in
America. It did so in Charleston, South Carolina under the name of the “Grand Council of the Princes of
Jerusalem of the Mother Supreme Council of the
Knights Commander of the House of the Temple of
Solomon of the Thirty-third Degree of the Ancient and
Accepted Order of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry in
the United States”. Whew!. That’s ,a mouthful. Try
saying that three times, fast. This secret society would
later direct the Confederate secessionist insurrection
in what would be known as the American Civil War.
Today, the Masons are in cities and towns all across
America. The majority of its members are lower level
(out of 33 different degrees) and consist of the business people in their local communities, such as doctors, lawyers and merchants. Most Judges in America
are Masons. The average Mason has no comprehension of what happens at the higher levels (degrees) as the
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1776, it was well recognized that the North and the
South were quite different in their societal, economic,
and employment arrangements. The North had a large
manufacturing base, while the South was predominantly agricultural. In 1790, the South produced 1,000
tons of cotton per year and had 500,000 slaves. By
1860, there were 4 million slaves producing 1 million
tons of cotton per year,
When there was the suggestion of including an
anti-slavery amendment to the Constitution, it threatened the collapse of the Constitutional Convention altogether. The decision was made to delete any such
reference in preference to getting the Constitution
passed and of securing and maintaining the stability
of the Union. It does, however, seem obvious that the
international bankers and secret societies were always
aware of the fact that they could foment dissension
between the North and the South by generating antipathies between the two regions, should the need ever
arise to do so. This is the old formula of divide and
conquer, and it is for the express purpose of control
(of the people, the money, the laws, everything). It has
always been the same way; keep the people in chaos
and confusion and they will be easily controlled. Wars
have always been a most convenient vehicle for accomplishing these ends.
Thus, plans were made by the international bankers to divide the United States into two nations, by instigating a war between the North and the South over
the issue of slavery.
The London branch of the
Rothschilds financed the North in part through their
The Paris branch of the
agent, August Belmont.
Rothschilds financed the South through their agents,
Judah P. Benjamin and John Slidell. Few Americans,
then or now, knew of these secret and diabolical plans.
What the people saw on the surface was that the
North had never found the use of slavery acceptable,
and time only saw ‘these feelings grow. From about
1820 onward the situation grew more tense. The Cornpromise of 1850 consisted of a series of compromise
measures which clearfy defined the status of slavery
from coast to coast. New states were admitted to the
Union as slave states or free states. As long as things
remained even, neither side could gain control of the
national government and force its way of life upon the
other side. The South assumed that the struggle was
pretty much settled.
When California had entered the Union as a free
state in 1849, the free states took control of the Senate
and the House of Representatives and the fragile peace
that still existed began to deteriorate more seriously
through the 1850s. The Southern states had made it
clear that they would secede from the Union if the
Northern states were successful in winning full control of the national government.
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Abraham Lincoln was campaigning for the Presi~~~.~
Lincolnhadsaid.
“A house divided against itself cannot stand.. . This
government cannot endure permanently half slave and
Lincoln was elected President in 1860 without
carrying a single Southern state. South Carolina (remember, the Freemasonic Lodge was headquartered
there, at Charleston) seceded from the Union as soon
as it heard of Lincoln’s election.
Within six weeks
Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia and
Texas followed suit. This is where the story gets rather
interesting. (The Civil War actually started, on April
12, 1861 with the attack on Fort Sumter at Charleston,
SouthCarolina)
The question is, or should be, can the government
endure when states secede? Thomas Marcv has conducted extensive research (including going through the
old Congressional Records) surrounding the Civil War
period, and has written an incredible book on the subject entitled Conqremd (unpublished as of this writing). In the many hours that Mr. Marcy and this author have had discussions on this subject, Mr. Marcy
posed the question, “If the states had the right to organize themselves together into a Union, do they also
have the right to secede from that Union?” The answer is yes. His next question is, “If states secede from
that Union, does that Union still exist?” His answer
was no, not as it had been originally constituted. Although the Constitution (a contract) makes provision
for adding New States at Art IV, Sec. 3, cl. 1, there is
absolutely no provision for any state to be able to secede from the Union. If half of the parties to a contract unilaterally withdraw from that contract because
the other half are trying to change the original agreement, then the conditions which constituted the original contract no longer exist. In order for the Union to
continue to exist, it would have to be reconstituted (reestablished), since the secession involved members of
the original 13 states, now breaking up the Union.
Lincoln was an ideal puppet, wittingly or unwittingly, to be used by those who were manipulating the
government from behind the scenes. He was popular
with those who disliked slavery, and he wanted to see
it end as well.
By January 3 1, 1861, nine states had seceded from
the Union, and their Congressmen had left the Congress. On March 4, the old Congress disbanded, Ieaving the government with no Legislative Branch in session, and the Union, in essence, already dissolved.
Lincoln was, in effect, no longer President of the United
States of America, as the states were not united. On
April 15, three days after the war had begun, Lincoln
effectively discarded our Constitutionand, among other
things, he implemented Martial Law, he suspended
Habeas Corpus, he called out the Army to surround
the White House and he ordered the Army to attack
Virginia. On April 19th, Lincoln proclaimed a blockade of Southern ports. Whether or not Lincoln was
actually doing these things by direction from higherups, or simply because he felt a responsibility to try to
keep things as together as possible is not exactly clear,
yet he was committing treason. His actions were not
authorized by Congress (they required such authorixation), but were purely from the Executive Branch, from
himself. This appears to be the first use of Executive
Orders in the United States. No precedent had ever
been set for what Lincoln did.
By July 1, 1861, Lincoln had prepared for submission to the new Congress a Joint Resolution which cornmended and condoned all of the actions he had recently
taken. On July 4, the new Congress was seated. For
the Congress to have maintained any degree of credibility they would have to immediately
declare
Lincoln’s actions and conduct as treasonous. They did
not. There was much talk and debate in both Houses
of Congress about exactly what should be done. Again,
it is not exactly clear how much influence the agents
of the international bankers and the secret societies had

upon Congressional
members, but by not declaring
Lincoln’s actions as treasonous, the Congress itself
became guilty of aiding and abetting the commission
of a crime, namely treason.
The debates continued throughout the month of
July 186 1, and by the 3 lst, only 4 Senators and 5 Representatives opposed Lincoln. So, votes were taken in
both Houses and Lincoln’s Joint Resolution was approved.
According to Mr. Marcy, for all intents and purposes the old United States of America was finished,
and a new United States was established. No one had
had a new election for President in this new government, so Lincoln was, in essence, our first new Dicta-

tor, even though be may not have seen himself as such.
I
This new government needed a new Constitution,
as the old one expired with the old nation. Thus, the
FourteenthAmendment was adopted. The old Constitution was kept as a facade to fool the people (as long
as the majority believe the facade, it will stand), but
this new amendment gave a whole new meaning to the
old document. Read the FourteenthAmendmentin light
of the information herein and see what you think of all
this. Is Tom Marcy correct? The old ThirteenthAmendment (on titles of nobility) certainly disappeared. What
happened to that? If indeed there was now a new Dictatorial Government, that new government could certainly throw out an amendment if they didn’t like it.
The people were
never
consulted
through any of this.
ARTICLE XIV
One thing is for
certain, the international bankers
Passed by Congress June 13, 1866. Ratified July 9, 1868.
are very clever.
Meanwhile,
there
were other
All persons born or naturalized in the United States,
SECTION 1.
things that Lincoln
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
did which would
make it seem that
States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or
he was an unwitenforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of
ting puppet. When
Lincoln requested
citizens of the United States; nor shall any S&e deprive any person of
loans from the prilife, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any
vate banks to conperson within its jurisdiction the qual protection of the laws.
duct the war, the
banks demanded
SECTION 2.. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several
28%
interest.
States according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number
Knowing it would
cost a considerable
of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed, But when the
amount of money to
right to vote at any election for the choice of electors for President and
prosecute the war,
Vice President of the United States, representatives in Congress,-the
were the international bankers atexecutive and judicial officers of a State, or the members of the fegis!atempting to throw
ture thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such State,
the nation into perpetual
debt?
being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or in
Lincoln’s response
any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or other crime,
was to order the
Treasury to print a
the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in- the proportion
total of $450 mildhich the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number
lion worth of U.S.
Notes, called “Linof male &ens twenty-one years of age in such State.
coin greenbacks”.
SE&ON
3.. No person shdl be a senator or representative in conAgain, under the
gress, or elector of President and Vi& President, or hold any office,~ Constitution, only
Congress
could
civil or military, under the United Stat& or under any State, who havmake such an oring previously taken an oath, as a member of Congress, or as an officer
der. This debt-free
money was used diof the United States, or as a member of- any State legislature, or as an
rectly to pay for
executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution
goods and services
required
for the
of theUn$ed States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion
war.
The
bankers
against the same, or given ,aid or comfort to the en&&s thereof. But
were not happy
Cpngress may by a vote of two thirds of each House, remove such
with this. Lincoln
said at the.time:
disability.
“I have two
SECTION 4. The validity of the public debt of the,Unitcd States,
great enemies, the
Southern Army in
authorized .by- law, in&ding. debts incurred .for paymknt of pensions
front of me and the
and bounties for services in suppressing insurrection or r&llion, &ah
financial
institutions in tIie rear.
not be questioned. But neither the United St& nor any State &all
Of the two, the one
assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or
in my rear is my
r&lion against the United States, or any claim for the loss or emancigreatest fw-”
The bankers
pation of any slave; but all suchdebts,
obligations,
tid claims
shallbe
never let up presheld illegal and void.
sure on the government,
insisting in
SECTION5. The congress shall have power -to enforce, by appro1862 that the govpriate legislation, the provisions of this article.
ernment issue War
Bonds to be used as

a banking basis, so that the war debt could be used to
control the volume of money.
Secretary of the Treasury Salmon P. Chase, and
Congress, succumbed to the pressure of the international bankers and in 1863 passed the National Bank
Act. Again the bankers had gained the power to create our money as debt. Later, Mr. Chase would regret
his actions, (quoting:)
(T)he passage of the National Bank Act was the
greatest financial mistake of my life. . . It should be repealed, but before that can be accomplished, the people
will be arrayed on one side and the bank(s) on the other,
in a contest such as we have never before seen in this
country. (End quoting)
Horace Greeley, r& American journalist and political leader, would write in 1872 about the National Bank
Act, that it had brought all workers to a common level,
not so much by raising the level of the slaves, but by
“reducing the whole working population, white and
black, to a condition of serfdom”.
The international
bankers, to insure that their
money monopoly remained inviolate, and to keep honest debt-free money from being issued again by Lincoin, had to make sure Lincoln was eliminated. John
Wilkes Booth, a member of another secret society, the
Knights of the Golden Circle, carried out his mission
of assassination successfully. There is evidence to show
that he slipped away (probably by prearranged plan),
and that a soldier who looked exactly like Booth was
brought in as Booth. Booth appears to have lived until
about 1920 and tried to tell his story in later life, with
few believing him.
The Front page of the June 4, 1996 issue of CONTACT newspaper carried an article by this author about
the “U.S. Military Role in the New World Order”. The
article was about United States Marine Corps Major
General Smedley Butler, and his military role as an
enforcer and racketeer for the international bankers,
big business and Wall Street, by forcing small countries to comply with their demands (all in the name of
protecting American interests, of course). But should
we expect that Gen. Butler was the first military man
to be used by the international bankers to promote their
brutal control of the world? Such thinking on our part
would be foolish indeed.
In 1962, Secretary of State Dean Rusk presented
to a Senate committee a list of “Instances of the Use of
United States Armed Forces Abroad 1798-1945”. The
Secretary presented this State Department list to show
a precedent for the use of armed force against Cuba.
In the period of 1798-1895 alone (less than 100 years),
the U.S. made 103 interventions into the affairs of other
countries. How many readers are aware of any of this?
And, were those interventions done for the people or
to promote the international bankers and big business?
Here is just a sample of some of the more notable interventions from 1850-1894, with the reasons given by
the State Department in each instance, (quoting:)
1852-53-Argentina.
Marines were landed and
maintained in Buenos Aires to protect American interests during a revolution.
_
1853-Nicaragua.
To protect American lives and
interests during political disturbances.,
1853-54-Japan.
The “Opening of Japan” and the
Perry Expedition. (State Department gave no more details, but it involved warships forcing Japan to open
ports to U.S. trade.)
1853-54-Ryukyu
and Bonin Islands. Commodore
Perry on three visits before going to Japan and while
waiting for a reply from Japan made a naval demonstration, landing Marines twice, and secured a coaling
concession from the ruler of Naha on Okinawa. He also
demonstrated in the Bonin Islands. All to secure facilities for commerce.
1854-Nicaragua.
San Juan de1 Norte (Greytown
was destroyed to avenge an insult to the American
Minister to Nicaragua.)
1855-Uruguay.
U.S. and European naval forces
landed to protect American interests during an at-
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tempted revolution in Montevideo.
with a strange destiny all right. The international bank1859-China.
For the protection of American in- ers were getting closer to total control of the world,
terests in Shanghai.
with all its people their slaves.
1840--Angola, Portuguese West Africa. To protect
A major part of the Spanish-American
War inAmerican lives and property at Kissembo when the volved Cuba. The U.S. had tried to buy Cuba from Spain
natives became troublesome.
in 1854, with no luck. From 1868-1878, the Cubans
1893-Hawaii.
Ostensibly to protect American
had fought an unsuccessful war for independence. The
lives and property; actually to promote a provisional
war was renewed in 1895, this time with the U.S. leangovernment under- Sanford B. Bole
ing toward intervention.
(of pineapple fame). This action was
The U.S. had major
Lincoln said at the time:
disavowed by the U.S.
investments in Cuba, in
“I have two great enemies, the sugar plantations, mining,
1894-Nicaragua.
To protect
American interests at Bluefields folSoutIlern Army in-front of me and the ~;~~t~w~~~~~~\
2:
lowing a revolution. (End quoting)
financial
institutions
in
the
rear.
Of
Cuba
in
1889
was’
about
Anyone still think that the role
the two, the One in my rear is my $64 million. & 1893 it
of the military is to restore or maintain peace?
Peace will never be greatest foe.”
had increased io about
forced on any nation. War, however,
$103 million. Allegations
is big business (and control), and it
that American businessnets incredible profits for international bankers, big men had helped to incite the conflict in 1895 have apbusiness, oil companies and armament manufacturers.
parently remained unproven. That may only mean that
The people who actually compose the military forces they didn’t get caught, or perhaps that they paid someare nothing but cannon fodder and expendable useless one to keep quiet.
eaters, usually easily mind controlled and brainwashed
The direct cause of the Spanish-American War was
into believing they are making the world safe for you the sinking of the American battleship, the U.S.S.
and me. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Maine, in Havana Harbor, on the night of February 15,
America experienced a great economic depression
1898, by a powerful explosion, killing 268 crewmen.
that began in 1893, and President Grover Cleveland The American press immediately blamed Spain, but the
used American troops to break up a demonstration of actual cause of the explosion has never been proven.
unemployed men who had come to Washington.
He Is it possible that the ship was blown up by someone other
used the troops again in 1894 to break up the national than the Spanish, then blamed on them to start a war?
strike on the railroads. By now the reader should have
The Spanish were in no condition militarily or econoticed that the international bankers (and our world nomically to fight the U.S., and they let it be known to
controllers) have never allowed the American people the American Minister at Madrid that they were makone moment of peace. There was, and is, always some- ing every concession their public opinion would tolerthing to keep us off guard. If we were not in some ate. It seems unlikely they would be stupid enough to
foreign intervention, then we would have an internal blow up a U.S. battleship. But Teddy Roosevelt had
civil war against slavery, or an economic depression, just said he would like to have a war, our economy was
etc., etc. (wait until we get into reviewing the 20th in bad shape, and, according to the press, the American people were hungry for Empire. After all, war is
century).
Always keep the people in chaos and confusion. not only very profitable for big business and the bankAnd since it has all been very carefully orchestrated,
ers, it also brings high employment.
And, this war
we would never suspect that such a deceitful and in- further united the American people, still a bit divided
sidious plan is intentionally being worked out on us. from our Civil War. Besides, no one would ever beWilliam McKinley won the Presidential election lieve that the U.S. would blow up one of its own ships,
in 1896, in what appeared to be the first time that the killing our citizens! Observant students of history will
corporations and the press mobilized together with a also realize that this kind of trick was in use long bemassive use of money in an election campaign.
fore 1898.
Whether or not McKinley himself wrote the words to
Whatever the cause of the explosion, the indignahis speeches, they did contain a remarkable rhetoric tion in the U.S. was high and the war spirit was raised
for connecting big money and the flag. (Quoting:)
to the boiling point. On April 25, 1898, the American ConI am glad to know that the people in every part of gress declared that a state of war existed with Spain.
The war also included actions in a Pacific theatre,
the country mean to be devoted to one flag, the glorious Stars and Stripes; that the people of this country most importantly in the Philippines. Nowhere, Atlanmean to maintain the financial honor of the country as tic or Pacific, did the war last very long, the Spanish
sacredly as they maintain the honor of the flag. (End being no match for the American war machine. All
hostilities ended on August 12, 1898, with a peace
quoting)
It is doubtful that the people knew he was talking treaty formally signed on December 10, in Paris,
about equating his friends, the international bankers, France. As part of the deal Cuba was (supposedly) set
with honor to our flag. Two years later, in 1898, the free, Puerto Rico and the Philippines became U.S. posUnited States declared war on Spain in what was called sessions, and the U.S. paid Spain $20 million. The
the Spanish-American War. Teddy Roosevelt, in a let- U.S. then established a “temporary” military administer to a friend in 1897, had said, “In strict confidence.. . tration in Cuba. National City Bank of New York, the
I should welcome almost any war, for I think this coun- most powerful bank in the U.S., came away as the protry needs one.” That is the kind of statement one might prietor of the Cuban sugar industry. American casualties were over 5,000 dead, of which over 90% had died
expect from a sick mind.
A WashingtonPost editorial at the beginning of of disease!
When we continue, we will close out the 1890s and
the war stated in part, (quoting:)
A new consciousness seems to have come upon usenter the diabolical and deadly 20th Century, and see
the consciousness of strength-and
with it a new ap- how America (very early in the century) was sold, lock,
petite, the yearning to show our strength... Ambition, stock and barrel, to the international bankers. And we
interest, land hunger, pride, the mere joy of fighting, will see how weather modification and geophysical
whatever it may be, we are animated by a new sensa- manipulation (including everything from hurricanes,
tion. We are face to face with a strange destiny. The tornadoes and floods, to earthquakes) have been used,
taste of Empire is in the mouth of the people even as not only to bring the people of America (and the world)
to their knees, but also to destroy them, literally. With
the taste of blood in the jungle... (End quoting)
The press appeared to have become the very mouth- only a few short years remaining, we’ll all be lucky to
piece of the international bankers, promoting their bru- make it through this century alive!
to be continued.. .
tal military expansionist policies. We were face to face
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and hold a lamp of freedom and guic

nce to all the world to light the path to sove

ignty of ‘man’ and freedom to the oppressel
lou have lied, cheated and brought down ti
ight into extinction and the world now calls tl

J.S. ‘THE GREAT SATAN’. ”

Some of the topics covered in this
Journal are:
,A NUCLEAR DEVICE Used In Worli
Trade Center Bombing
lTrilaterals Demand World Army
lDestruction Of American Jobs
lAn Update On BATF &
Botched Waco, Texas Mission
*The Phoenix Institute & US&P
*The Newstates Constitution (cont.)
.Declaration Of Independence
aThe Consitution
lThe Protocols Of Zion
lThe United Nations Charter

ECSTASY
THROUGH

TO AGONY

THE PLAN 2000

In the course of men’s lives comes the opportunity to do
that which is ungodly or that which epitomizes the intent
of GOD. through the ages of man’s experience he has
ofren been brilliant and ojen become as evil creatures of
manufactured robotic actors on the stage called physical
lrfe in expression. As unbalance has occurred so has the
very planet brought ending to civiliwriotls--some at the
hands of the very men who would have rule and
kingdomship over all things physical--~c’i.~~ully
efforting
to cupture the very God-soul of each and all beings. 37re
cycle has come full circle--the rime is at hand and YOU
musk know rhar which has brought you down. Herein is
presented “lHE PIAN” for capture by the adversary of
God--and thar which could have saved your world--had
you borne God-Truth as your shield. Where shall YOU
go from here?
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Many People misunderstand
and therefore
’ :i ; underestimate the fuction and importance of the media
. .
“.
Robert Maxwell, media owner par excellence, was
found floating in the Atlantic. He owned a great many
S/16/96
DR. AL OVERHOLT
must then search to find an enemy to protect the people media outlets including many in America. Upon learning of his death, Swiss banks descended on his estate to
from.
TALKING
TELEVISION
Establishment kings pick fights to have “bad guys” claim their media property. This revealed that “kingto war against. Southerners were made to “shoot first” maker” Maxwell was not the owner but merely a media
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 7/30/96, [quot- when a fleet loaded with troops was sent to invade and manager. The real “king-maker” was another level up
ing:]
occupy Charleston harbor.
and operated through Swiss banks.
If Maxwell were only a manager, it may be assumed
President Clinton, writer/producer Linda Ellerbee
If those selected to be “bad guys” can’t be coerced
listens as Bill Cosby comments at Monday’s White into doing something dangerous and terroristic then that the rest of the world’s media moguls, including the
House conference on children’s TV programming.
something along that line must be done in their name. Australian Rupert Murdoch, may also be only “managReruns of Cosby’s sitcom were suggested as quali- This is how the bogus KKK, recruited from federal ers” for the same Swiss banks. If this is in fact the case,
fying for the 3-hour programming minimum each sta- agents and occupation soldiers, came into existence it would explain why Western governments pass laws
tion may have to meet weekly for kids’ viewing. [End after the War Between the States. The atrocities com- requiring affirmative action, force busing, unlimited
mitted by this group justified the things done against immigration and allow Western industry to move to
quoting]
Do you still think TV educates your kids?
alien nations-all
acts that polls say are opposed by the
the South by the occupation government.
This is the rea- vast majority of Western peoples. To make sure that the
son the king’s
reader fully understands what is being said, let’s illusagent showed Arab trate with a hypothetical situation:
If, in a nation of 20,000,OOO Saxons, there can be
“terrorists” how to
make the bomb found only two people who are anfi-Gxon-the
media
that was used to owner will publicize these two so that one of them will
blow up the New be elected king. The entire nation of Saxons will then
York trade towers, be ruled by one of the only two anti-Saxonites in the
who is an agent of the media owner who
an act that was, un- country-one
fortunately for the was responsible for having him elected.
This is an extreme illustration, but a necessary one
king, recorded on
to make the point. The actual situation is not far
tape.
The threat of a removed from the following illustration. It is:
There is not a single country in the Saxon West
developing
“terror” in the land is whose leaders are not hand picked by the media owner
the goad used by for the people to choose between. The result is that
kings tojustify the there is not one leader in the West who holds his
collection of trib- people’s interests above that of the media owner who is
ute and other trea- responsible for having him elected. Since these leaders
sure
from
the operate from Swiss banks, it follows that there is not
people. (in the Far one leader who is not an agent of an alien power. This
East, kings seldom includes every single elected official in the West who
bother with such was selected by the media owner to receive favorable
They publicity-from
president of the country down to many
niceties.
have a history of who sit on local city councils. The media is much more
doing as they like than just the media.
with the people
ECONOMIC
STATE
they rule and liquidating those who
A nation can be conquered economically as well as
object. However,
if ruling kings are politically. The existence of usury banks is proof that
STATE
OF THE SAXON
NATION
unable to protect the international merchant and his the people of a country have been conquered economigoods, the merchant will find a replacement for the tally. Whoever owns the usury bank is the conqueror.
Excerpted from HOSKINSREPORT, P.O. Box 997, king.)
A usury contract is fraudulent from its concepLynchburg, VA 24505, [quoting:]
The king’s retainer is the right to collect tribute tion-where the victim promises to repay 11 when only
from the people. It is not the merchant’s concern how 10 exist. Repayment can only be made by taking from
l-POLITICAL
a victim is required. “Usury,” the
this is done or what group does it-Democrat,
Repub- another victim-but
lican, Communist, or barbarian invader. The thing ultimate monopoly, empties countryside, creates the
The fact that a person pays taxes is proof that he that matters- is that the merchant and his goods are city and super-state, and demands taxes, socialism, and
lives in a feudal society and is governed by a king (or protected.
communism to protect the monopoly. Usury is a capital
a king by any other name; ie president, premier, moncrime under Biblical law. (“Hath given forth upon
arch, etc.). Being ruled by a king in an episcopal
usury...he shall not live.” EA. 18:13; “Unto a stranger
STATE
OF
system (rule from the top down) is alien to the Saxon
THE MEDIA
[Heb:zwe+-racial
alien] thou mayest lend upon usury;
[and ail of God’s children] whose natural habitat is the
but unto thy brother thou shalt not lend upon usury.”
self-suflicient farm (SSF) where all his needs are met
Unsophisticated
observers sometimes ask-why
Deu. 23~20)
from his own efforts under direction of his God. His doesn’t the media blow the whistle and expose the
Virginia was an extension of the British trade area.
own militia provides protection, education is provided king’s transgressions?
This was done in earlier days She was taxed unmercifully to support the king and to
within the community, the country store handles the when there were countless locally owned county news- force her substantial subjects to borrow from the Enoverflow of goods from cottage industry, AND, there is papers. Today, the mass media is owned by the inter- glish usury banks to pay the required taxes. John
no tax-tribute paid to anyone.
national merchant. He selects kings to be elected by the Robinson’s fiasco (Virginia printed paper money which
The kitig is put on the throne by the international people by giving them publicity. He pulls kings down was paid back in to the treasury for taxes. The state did
merchant to protect his interests. His “retainer” is the by merely ignoring them. The voters can only vote for not issue new money but continued to collect taxes
right to coilect taxes.
candidates they know-they can do nothing else. They when there was no money to pay. People were desperEveryone pretends not to know that the king was can only know those the media tells them about. They ate. Robinson lent his friends treasury money to pay
put in office to serve his master. He just can’t come out vote for the ones they know best, but the only ones they taxes at 5% interest. When he died, the colony atand admit that he is hired help, put on the payroll to know are theones publicizedbythemediaowner.
This tempted to collect those loans. There was not enough
protect the merchant. Instead, the king tells the people means that the ones elected are in fact agents of the money in circulation to pay. Bankruptcy was everythat “the government is here to protect you.” The king media owner. _
where.) in the mid-1700s ruined many Virginians and
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taught the rest to avoid debt at all costs. They took to was released from the hospital Monday and will be
heart the Biblical admonition:
confined to bed for a while, said the singer’s manager.
“Woe to him, who is great upon loans! How long
[End quoting]
can he carry his debts? Will they not suddenly rise for
Maybe this will slow him down in his Monarch
their interest? and Awake with terrors for you? And mind control, sex and drug activities, We can always
you will become like their prey.” Habakrrk 2:6 (Ferrar hope. See page 134 of Cathy O’Brien’s Trance FormaFenton p. 639)
tion book.
FIRST

BANKS

CHILLING
TREND
AT

The first usury bank in America was not founded
until 1780.
Since then, usury banks have spread like I! cancer,
snapping up land, businesses, and farms. While this
conquest was taking place, hardly a voice was raised
against it. The reason for this is that most of the voices
that should have been raised were on retainers-the
payroll of the international merchant. The politician
who owed his election to the media, and the priest who
gained advancement by co-operation-neither
would
fight the thing that gave them prosperity. [End quotW
HOUSE
APPROVES
BILL
OFFICIAL
LANGUAGE

ON

Excerpted from DAILY NEWS, 8/2/96, [quoting: ]
WASHINGTON-After
nearly six hours of emotional debate, the House on Thursday, approved a bill
that would make English the official language of the
United States.
The vote was 259-169, with 223 Republicans and
36 Democrats favoring the bill, and eight Republicans,
160 Democrats and one Independent opposing it. [End
quoting]
I hardly think this is a solution to the language
problems in this country-some
more wool for covering your eyes.
EX-COLORADO
GOVERNOR
LAMM
SAYS
=ELDERLY
HAVE
A DUTY
TO

DIE”

According to the news, Richard Lamm, who is
running for President of the U.S. on the Perot Reform
Party ticket, made the above statement.
His basic
philosophy seems to be that we cannot as a nation
afford to allow them to be useless eaters or consumers.
First abortion, then Dr. Kevorkian, then just kill
off the old and ill and then murder anyone who disagrees. Do you see anyone except Satan in this picture?
This also reminds me of exJudge Jason Brentruled against the Ekkers in their house case-who
made a similar statement that we need to kill off the
old, ill, insane and crippled people.
GOVERNMENT
REPORTS
SLOWER
ECONOMY
Excerpted from JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 813196,
[quoting:]
WASHINGTON-Unemployment
is creeping
higher, consumer spending has slipped and manufacturing may have stalled, the government reported Friday. Wall Street roared with asmroval. [End quoting]
Certainly I’m not the only one that sees something
wrong with the statement that when sales are down and
people are being laid off more profits are to be made in
the financial markets. I thought it took employment
and booming business to make more profits, but then
again I’m an old-timer and didn’t lesrn the new age
math and philosophies.

OUT IS LATEST
FLORIDA
BEACHES

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 7/3 11
96, [quoting:]
DAYTONA BEACH-For
anyone who has dipped
a toe into coastal waters lately, the reason is obvious.
Despite air temperatures in the low to mid-90s, the
water temperature the past few days has been cold.
“It’s so weird,” said one surfer Tuesday, “It’s 95
degrees on the beach, and you go into the water and it
feels like wintertime. I can’t explain it.”
On July 13, the surftemperature in Daytona Beach
was 83 degrees-close
to normal. But the temperature
had plummeted to 68 degrees by Saturday-creating
a
not-so-welcome wake-up call for weekend beach goers.
[End quoting]
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a bruising hail storm in Winnipeg that dropped kiwi
fruit-sized projectiles on the city on July 16.
Hail damage to automobiles alone has been pegged
at $53 million in the Manitoba capital, representing the
worst single disaster claim against the Manitoba Public
Insurance Corp. in its 25-year history. [End quoting]
We’ve been told to exoec;t increasing havoc, damages, and all kinds of weird weather and strange happenings.
***
THE

MYSTERIOUS

MAGAZINE

Two pieces from ANGELS ON EARTH magazine, a
Guideposts publication, [quoting:]

It’s not always easy being 26. Recently I was
having one of those “What am I going to do with my
life?” days. I had ducked into a store to buy a soda when
I noticed a copy of Angels On Earth on the magazine
rack. I glanced through it even though I didn’t intend
to buy it. While paying for my soda at the counter, I
realized I still had the magazine in my hand. “I guess
I’ll take this too,” I said to the cashier.
“That’s strange,” she said. “We don’t carry that’
magazine.” She eyed the rack curiously. “Looks like
ANGRY
TUCKER
TURNS
you got the only copy.” After reading it, I was reminded
ON MEDIA
of some important things in my life-faith
in God, trust
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8f21 in others and optimism about the future. It was as if the
96, [quoting:]
magazine itself were an angel meant especially for me.
Former Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker, showing -George Johnson, Lewes, Delaware
his displeasure with the news media, leaves the Little
WINNING
FINISH
Rock, Ark., federal courthouse Thursday after a federal
judge denied his request for a new trial. Tucker was
When I was if fifth grade, I was the fastest runner
convicted of Whitewater-related charges in May,
in school. “You’ll
be taking home all
the ribbons,”
my
teacher predicted on
Field Day. Between
events my classmates and I teased
Phyllis, who with
her thick glasses and
frizzy hair, was trying to hide on the
sidelines.
“You’re
dumb and you walk
funny”,
someone
shouted. 1 made up
a name to call her,
but before I could
yell it, a knot tightened in my throat.
Two years earlier, at
another school, the
kids had laughed at me. Now I watched Phyllis sitting
[End quoting]
Justice comes to some within the time frame where alone, and remembered how I had prayed to be acwe can observe it, but you can be sure it will alwavs cepted.
When the events were finished I had an armful of
come. Jim was so sure that he would get by with his
murdering of Richard Snell and other severe errors ribbons. Phyllis walked by, her head down. Impulsively I held out a blue ribbon. “Were” I said, “It’s for
involving the Clintons.
If you recall, it was not so many months ago that” you.” Her face brightened and she hurried away,
Hatonn’s pleadings with him to change his ways were holding her prize. My teacher swooped me into her
ignored. He was told then that his refnsal would lead to many arms. “I’m proud of you,” she said. I began to cry. I
upon him the rest of his life.
knew that the ribbon I would always remember would
sorrows
be the one I didn’t take home. -Penny LeMaster,
Denver, Colorado
HAIL
CLAIMS
SOARING
(Guideposts, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY 10512)
PRAIRIE
STORMS
CAUSE
HUGE
DAMAGES

Excerpted from THE GLOBEANDMAIL (Canada),
7/27/96, [quoting:]
The cost of a rash of freak storms on the prairie
provinces this year now stands at an estimated $180
Loretta Lynn’s husband had his right foot ampu- million.
tated, a year after his left foot was removed because of
Insurance industry officials put the cost of damage
complications with diabetes. Oliver “Mooney” Lynn to automobiles and property at nearly $90 million after
LORETTA
LYNN’S
HUSBAND
HAS FOOT
AMPUTATED
AS RESULT
OF DIABETES
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misunderstand me, readers, I would certainly hope
that this is SO. However, unproven certificates that
the wicked witches of the North have not proven-up
on for themselves will not be honored. There are
ways to handle that matter if you have brave banks
with a lot of ‘hidden” loot fromunlawful resourcesusing the certificates as a “front”-but just to”comPete” with valid documents and contracts is going to
be slippery at best. But the main thing I speak
against is that fee up front from you-the-strugglingpeople. If there is THAT MUCH MONEY AT BECK
AND CALL--WHY IS THERE NEED FOR YOUR
S2,OOO
EACH? IT ALWAYS HAS TO COME BACK
TO THAT POINT, DOES IT NOT? THE PAPERWORK WE RECEIVED ASKED FOR THE
$2,000 SO WE DIDN’T JUST DREAM IT UP. I
WILL COMMENT ON THIS LATER Some of these
“banks” plan to “incorporate” on Indian lands
through corporations set up for that purpose. The
problem is that to DO BUSINESS you have to meet
regulations and requirements demanded by the
MAJORITY (Democracy, remember?) of the citizens and this type of operation will not be honored
except by the gun and the guns simply are not big
enough-in the hands of the people and especially
the Indians. I don’t like the way IT IS, but I do see
HOW IT IS. All I ask is that anyone who comes my
way-not misunderstand my suggestions because I
offer information and certainly do not force anyone
to do anything.]
Following this fax, I will send a fax giving the
history of the Central Dominion Trust. Richard L.
Jones was a Bible-believing Christian who believed
that he was supposed to pay off debts for other people
according to Deuteronomy 15-1, etc. He attempted to
do this with the help of a few other people and he was
murdered because of that. Two of his helpers, Johonnas
Eicke and a British subject named Heather Altshuler
have been imprisoned here in Texas on false charges in
order to cover up big thefts of these funds by the
adversary that they tried to give away. They found that
only a few people can not do those things.
The Republic of Texas hopes to be able to distribute
some of the trust’s funds by having 100 banks involved
in the program with thousands of people knowing what
is going on. These banks will not operate under the
usual banking laws because they will be giving the trust
money away, and later they will loan the trust money on
an interest-free basis. Any customers’ deposits in these
banks will not be loaned out, but will be kept on hand.
It is hoped that with residents wanting to receive this
money that it will be difficult for the adversary to pull
any funny stuff with so many people looking on.
It is planned to do away with property taxes and all
other taxes except possibly a sales tax or something
which is to be used only for local governments. Land
owners are to be given allodial deeds. The Republic
will get its funds solely from a 1% import tax plus a 1%
export tax. These reductions in taxes along with the
money provided to the people will surely be a tremendous boost to the economy of the territory of Texas.
It seems to me that the entire basic plan for the
Republic of Texas is sound and workable. Some details
are being worked out as they go along. The plans are for
this group to complete this program over a two-year
period. This is to be followed by a public general
election of new officers with these people NOT running
for offlice after this transition period. All of the plans
have been approved at general public meetings held
every three weeks invarious locations throughout Texas.
You would not know much about this from the papers
and TV.
I have investigated these things and am reasonably
sure that they are correct. There are sure to be problems
to be worked out and they are capable of doing this.
There have been infiltrators who have been removed.
There will be greedy persons probably which will have
to be dealt with. There will be bankers, attorneys, and
others who will trvs to uut
r a stab. to this. With so many-
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I have been forwarded a letter from Texas sent to
my stance and statements on the
Banking operation in the new “Sovereign Texas”. It is
such an excellent letter that I feel I must respond
publicly for you are being so misled by good intentioned
people (I suppose their intentions are good although
you will note the term “Bible Christians” used in
describing the intent). These people obviously hold a
vision, a dream, and want to accomplish what MUST
BE ACCOMPLISHED if America is to turn about. I
will offer MWL’s letter and then I will comment,
please.
I in no way can decide what you will do, or with
whom you will lend support and/or cooperate in moving forward-or
backwards, as the case may well be.
However, I note some OUTSTANDING FLAWS in the
presentation and, with respect to each and all participating individuals, I am asked to make comment regarding this “program” as presented in order to have
opportunity for our readers to become a bit more informed.
CONTACT regarding

[QUOTING:]
August 11, 1996
Dear Contact:
Perhaps unfortunately for me I became involved in
the Republic of Texas before Hatonn warned us against
it. It was also unfortunate that Hatonn did not receive
more information about the Republic of Texas before
last week’s article was written about the proposed
banks. [H: I will state right off the top, here, that I
have received piles of information regarding Texas,
and now, those ‘bauks”.]
I have entered into this in the belief that perhaps it
can be accomplished, and if so that it would be good for
people everywhere.
I understand that there will be
much opposition from the adversary. I will be 80 years
old in November, so I am not looking for a nine-to-five
job. I do look for my pensions to go down the drain so
this may help me later on with some income. I do not
desire to get rich or famous as I can not take either with
me. I do desire to be self supporting and at the same
time be helpful to others.
As for the “NEW” Republic of Texas-“New”
it is
not! [Editor’s note: Nobody said it was a New Republic. I (E.Y.) titled the Front Page headline: Serious
Caution About The “New” Texas Republic. The word
new was encapsulated in quote marks precisely because if is being used out of typical context since the
ReDublic
of
” Texas is NOT new-for all the reasons
‘

listed below, plus others-and yet, this latestsituation
is being presented, possibly in a con-scheme context,
as a new thrusttowardfreedomand independencefrom
the crooks in high places. Regardless, first it is
important to get ones’ facts and communications
straightened out.] The territory of Texas was orga-

nized as a Republic before the Civil War and Texas
statehood. The people have been lied to about “statehood”. Records show that the Republic of Texas signed
a treaty with the States of America, united, in order for
the Republic of Texas to become a “state”. There is no
record of the U.S. Senate signing the treaty. In fact they
could not sign one and be correct according to the
Constitution as it does not permit this type of treaty.
The persons involved in the Republic of Texas contend
that the Republic still exists because it was never
dissolved or in any way done away with. It just has not
been used by the liars since that time and it is just
dormant at this time. The Republic of Texas still owns
embassy property in London and Australia. The contention is that the “State of Texas” does not, and never
has existed from a constitutional standpoint. So far no
one has come up with any proof to disprove this contention. So the old Republic of Texas still exists and only
needs to be used in order to be constitutional!
The
Republic of Texas now follows the old original constitution, with a few corrections involving slaves, Indians, etc.
The Republic of Texas does not intend to charter
banks that are owned by corporations. They intend to
deal only with individually owned banks, so that they
deal with people instead of organizations.
[H: Well,
“corporations” are not bad or good-BUT PEOPLE
ARE!] Business corporations within the territory of
Texas will be taxed in the future in instances where the
individual would not be taxed.
By the term “qualify” they mean that a person must
be a citizen of the Republic of Texas, must have allegiance to the Republic, and be capable of managing the
money. Persons on public assistance programs who can
not manage money will be taught how to manage a
republic expense before receiving the money. “Wet”
Mexicans will not be given money to take back to
Mexico. People will be trained to hold a job or run their
business when they are capable of being trained.
The Republic of Texas has entered into an agreement with the CENTRAL DOMINION TRUST. The
Seventy + trillion dollar trust is to furnish the money to
the Republic of Texas and the Republic of Texas is to
distribute the money according to the dictates of the
trust. [H: AND WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
THIS TRUST?] The trust is said [H: IS ‘SAID”??] to
be backed by HARD assets such as Steamship lines,
Railroads, deposits in offshore banks of Gold and Silver, and VALID Gold certificates.
All of this being
held offshore to prevent it from being stolen. Hatonn
has mentioned that Gold certificates can be valid if
handled offshore. This is one of those cases. [H: Don’t
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people looking on we hope that they will not be able to
do much damage.
The Republic of Texas group is a very dedicated
group of serious people. They believe that this is a Godgiven plan and that they are chosen to do this. They
believe that if they are killed or imprisoned that others
will pick up the pen and continue the plan. If they are
correct, it should all work out in spite of the problems.
They are not doing this with guns. The only liens that
they have filed are liens on all properties of the State of
Texas. Individuals may have filed liens against judges
and other officials, but these are NOT official acts of
the Republic of Texas. I ask for guidance or help of any
kind because it seems to me that this is a good thing to
do.
Sincerely,
MWL
[END OF QUOTING]
RESPONSE
My response is the same as before: BE CAREFUL.
I have searched the paperwork sent and am even
MORE EMPHATIC in my WARNING: BE CAREFUL.
This whole program is a replica of that which took
place in Justus, Montana-with
greater odds against
ever finding enough security to do much of anything
except get sent away to [prison in] Huntsville, Texasfor a long, long stay.
The only address I find which is apparently a
participating party, since letterhead for TRUSTGATE
is the American Patriot Fax Network, and I will comment. We have been TOLD many, many things only to
find that NONE of the tales have been either accurate
or valid. So, I can only TELL you and you will have to
research parties who might be involved. Perhaps finding these very parties involved will make you feel
better-perhaps
not.
Ken Vardon, Box 946, Shiner, Texas Republic Tpz
77984 runs American Patriot Fax Network. Ken was
formerly of Las Vegas, Nevada. Ronn Jackson reported
that he did a lot of things with Vardon but became
disenchanted because of some problems with Vardon.
That be as it may, Ronn Jackson then reported that he
had personally INCORPORATED the APFN to “protect” it for use later when Ronn would be free, able to
work, and get his own programs going.
Ronn Jackson is still in hiding (to the best of
knowledge) and is being looked-for regarding a couple
of vehicles leased for Ronn by others and then left high
and dry-with
the payments and no notion as to the
whereabouts of either Ronn or his new wife, Betty.
Ronn is all entangled in THIS Texas maneuver
even if he doesn’t realize it because the people behind
it are touting the same “Certificates” that Ronn said HE
HAD. Someone said “China” was backing this Texas
“deal”. I strongly questionany such possibility because
the Chinese would have the bu!iness done overseas to
protect everyone involved.
Furthermore, if the Chinese are involved-there
would be NO NEED for up-front funds to process
anything. And, when there is something told in gibberish as a reason for “fees” it behooves the individual
participant to look very, very closely at “management
costs”. One reason Ronn Jackson is in such hot water
is that he came along after Buckley and others, and
damn if he didn’t set up another link of that “Farm
Payoff program at $300 or so per head (for processing
the paperwork) and ripped off, we are told, hundreds of
people. He even wanted Grandma to finally get him off
the hook by using her VALIDATED contracts. Why
would he do that if he already held some just as valid,
except that hers held first payback sequence.
These are not the things, unfortunately,
which
bother me the very most about people being sucked inespecially anyone who reads my material. The most
damaging problem I have is that I am counted as some
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sort of “cult” leader if I even comment. However, THIS
IS NOT THE WAY TO DO WHAT YOU CLAIM TO
WANT TO DO.
People, you can’t have it both ways; you say you
want sovereignty over self and business-but
you also
draw pensions and Federal “services”. This makes for
a CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU AND THE GOVERNMENT AND THAT MAKES YOU SUBJECT TO THEIR
RULES AND REGULATIONS!
Now for the more
obvious thing: LAWS, even of man, are made to give
order and protection to ALL CITIZENS so there will
always have to be laws, and to simply say that “I don’t
like the laws so they don’t apply to me” is indeed
foolish.
I note that to “qualify” for a position that a person
must be a citizen of the Republic of Texas, must have
allegiance to the Republic, and be capable of managing
the money. Are these not equally oppressive demands
as you already have going in the non-republic of Texas?
“Wet” Mexicans will not be given money to take back
to Mexico. People will BE TRAINED to hold a job or
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run their business when they are CAPABLE OF BEING
TRAINED. Oh? And this is FREEDOM? Who is going
to decide which “Mexicans” can work and how they can
spend their money? Who is going to TRAIN people?
Who decides WHO IS CAPABLE OF BEING TRAINED?
What you have going here is a worse dictatorship than
the Feds have yet thought up in their night-sweats.
Moreover, I note that income for government will come
from 1% import and 1% export taxes. Import? From
where? Export? To where? All the other 49 states have
to do (along with the MAJORITY of Texas) is to send
you NOTHING.
They are not going to need your
exported products but YOU WILL NEED THEIRS.
How big and exactly WHERE IS this Republic
withdrawn from the Corporate U.S.?
Now for the most thought-provoking
inquiry of
all-who is Richard L. Jones? You say he was trained
by an international banker? He did quite a few large
transactions in Europe for governments and government banks in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, etc.?
Actually, when I refer to “you said”, I refer to the write-

Vortex
.Kit
WATER-THE

MOST
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AMAZING

SUBSTANCE

ON EARTH

Water is alive. The discovery made by Henry Coanda in the 1920s showed that water
flowing over any surface tends to cling to that surface. As the rivers flow, the water clings
to rocks and soil picking up the minerals on its way down. As the water picks up speed and
goes around and over rocks, spinning in different directions,
millions of vortices ar:
formed. The swirling vortices produce electricity which has been measured in lab tests and
reveals that this motion colloidalized the minerals making them easily absorbable by the
body.
Patrick Flanagan carried on the research only to discover that these vortices can be
duplicated by stirring or agitating the water. Dealing with a 4” diameter vortex, Flanagan
lowered a thin, specially shielded wire electrode into the center of its
vertical throat, being careful not to allow the wire to touch the water.
By means of another electrode touching the water, he was able to
record a charge of more than ten thousand volts emitted from its
swirling water when the vortex was moving at approximately
one
thousand revolutions per minute. By drinking this water, it is said that
the body’s cells gain a charge that can prevent them from clumping and
aging quickly.
New Gaia offers a way to duplicate this vortex in your own home
The kit they present
with the use of a simple inexpensive process,
contains two bottles, the vortex coupling with magnets and the simple
The Rare Earth minerals
instructions on how to- create the vortex.
offered by New Gaia in capsule form [see box on p. 51, would be a
potent addition to break open and put into the water before the vortex
procedure. The electrical energy created by the vortex action will thus
colloidalize the minerals making them easy to assimilate. The colloidal
minerals and electrically charged water potential make even the most
common of waters alive with youth-offering
properties.
Order the
Vortex Kit from New Guia for $8.
For complete article please refer to page 27 in the July 2, 1996 issue
of CONTACT.
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up sent with MWL’s letter-not
to MWL. I End it
interesting that the initials of RLJ are the same as
Ronald L. Jackson who has also claimed many connections in these same places around the world. Moreover,
perhaps he has them but it doesn’t look like you can get
past the problems to find out!
Next we have the following: RLJ’s client base had
grown to approximately 4,000 clients worldwide, each
with contracts for transactions of $100 million. Then,
“Where is the beef?” Where is all the money? These are
outlandish and outrageous numbers which reminds me,
again, of RLJ who said he had over a billion subscribers
to his newsletter (FAX) and growing. Do you realize
that if you had a billion subscribers at only $1 .OOperyou have a billion dollars? And if not-how could the
phone bills possibly get paid? When numbers are
totally absurd how can anyone believe anything else a
man tells you? So, the part I’m quite sure you can know
is valid is the $2,000 for processing your membership.
And therefore, THIS IS WHY I say “be careful”. If it
feels really good to you and you KNOW what you speak
about-fine.
It is just that our friends have been stung
so much already by so many “takers” as to make everyone quite “gun-shy”.
MICHAEL
MAHOLY
UF DATE
I would also ask that ALL of you readers BE
CAREFUL along other lines. I am asked a lot about
Michael Maholy and if he is dead or alive, free, or still
in prison somewhere, etc, etc, etc. No, he is not in
prison; he has been released and as far as we know he
is located in Chillicothe, MO. 64601, (609 Polk St.) He
is writing and asking funding help from the people who
wrote and attended him while in prison. Again, readers, rlo what you will, but don’t, PLEASE, say that I told
you to do it. He will tell you the same old story, that
“nobody wants to hire a felon,” and “. . .I don’t have a
car or a ride to get to work.. .” There is a lot of
difference in writing and offering compassion and love
:o someone who is sharing with us from his own store
of experience.
It is quite another to fund a guilty
party’s wishes. Michael Maholy was not some innocent
child at play and happened to “get caught” with matches
in his hands-the
man dealt drugs with the top-bunch
of criminals. So, what you do is up to you-but again,
be careful what that is because you don’t know what
may be taking place. And, no, I am not speaking badly
of Michael but I object to these people such as Michael,
Gunther, Jackson, etc., coming out and hitting on OUR
readers just because they have a nice new mailing list.
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Let the old buddies support them and then, with a clean ANYTHING has changed here except that some of our
TAKE prior “takers” have taken so much that we are much less
slate, come to you and ask to serve -NOT
MORE. I would suggest that when you are told Michael able to handle guests and certainly there are no funds to
We have had to cut back on
is “back home” (in Missouri???) you might check out pay anyone anything.
who is in Missouri because our prior recognition was regular workers here-just this month in fact. This is
that Maholy was from the area around ARKANSAS. a LITTLE town with very few jobs, so please think
All that I am asking you readers is to use discretion and carefully about how quickly an attitude can change
when your perceptions are not fulfilled to your wishes.
discernment.
I am also asked “How did you (we) get hooked up We can’t change things and we aren’t going anywhere
with Maholy in the first place?” Through Betty who is so I weary of ones coming here, joining us at their own
wishes, and we try to do what we can, and then they turn
now married to Ronn Jackson.
I cannot consider all the “deals” that will be corn- against us when they don’t find it suitable for them or
ing your way so please don’t ask my comments unless they don’t get what they think they should get. I make
you want TRUTH because I can offer no other and I find everyone welcome and I do not intend to change-it
is
such “deals” as this “Trust” highly dangerous, a “suck- for you to decide what is happening in YOUR WORLD.
in” and can even be a total sting operation just as well And, by the way, the ones who claim to be looking the
as a total “con” game. The people who have “tried” to hardest and the LONGEST-are
NOT GOING TO FIND
get this done have had nothing but murderous grief at IT HERE! You may find it but we find that those who
seek and seek and finally think they find-will
also
best, disaster in the courts-IF
the stories are truewhich they may well be only exaggerated in favor of the find that everything else in the “world” will cause them
poor had-ees. People who break the laws of the LAND to “fail” for they really didn’t want to find anything but
Understand
are not such helpless parties as at first they appear to their own pleasure in the first place.
be. There are troubles which come and there is NO something: YOU ARE THE CENTER OF YOUR
“reason” for anything but when you are deliberately
WORLD.
YOU ARE NOT THE CENTER OF ANYONE
breaking the regulations and the laws of the land
(wrong as they might be) there is NO WAY to fight for ELSE’S WORLD!
Thank you for asking my opinions and please do
your freedom because you KNOWINGLY relinquished
it by your own actions. I happen to know things can be not be offended when I give them-or, don’t ask me, for
changed by doing it within all laws if people would stop it brings pain if I come across as disagreeable and my
scribe has enough disagreeable things in her lifethe scam operations.
And lastly: a Trust is about the same thing, only not along with some very disagreeable people as well. We
as openly SAFE and sheltering as a corporation. You tind that when we have been burned once it is an
twice burned by the same stove is foolwill never have VALID banks unless they ARE incor- accident-but
porated or in some way set forth for protecting ALL ish-and it causes more caution than might be necessary for the third go at the fire.
ASSETS of the participating parties.
Perhaps that “next” banker, worker, business man,
Next, IF these people are using “Grandma’s” Bowell be THE ONE, but
nus Certificate for this “deal”- I suggest you stop it fixer, manager, whatever-may
right now because that one is about used up by the Bush alas, so far it has not worked out very well with any of
Boys and the New World Order to skive off the U.S.A. the above! We are NOT a cult, a church, a groupie, or
Through IT the U.S.A. can be restored and there are a bunch of idiots. We are about doing some work,
BUNCHES of those smaller contracts out there- around making some connections-and
nothing more-so we
the globe. Who goes with independent operations is must insist that you not treat us otherwise. We will
within Constitutional LAW but, if it rips off even one share EVERYTHING we have with you but we will no
citizen- it is WRONG! I don’t notice that there is any longer sit still to be taken advantage of in that sharing
honoring of any CONSTITUTION as constructed at the mode.
Please understand our own caution for we are about
founding of your nation.
These people learned how to set this up by studying out of bandages for the wounds we have accrued, as
with Schwietzer in Montana (Justus, Mont.) and you people test the water for their own temperature wishes
will have the same, only far worse, response, I fear. and we are left holding the responsibility of tending the
What do you actually “hear” or “know” about those pool. Blessings be upon all of you and may our journeys
Montana people? I thought not. What about Broderick be shared in the LIGHT OF CREATOR for I will go
in Lancaster. Calif.? Ah indeed-what
mav be right naught else. Salu.
and lawful-is
ILLEGAL IF THE ENTHAT’S JAKE
FORCERS SAY IT IS ILLEGAL AND
CAN BACK IT BY A LAW ON THE
BOOKS.
Charges may well be“dropped” with
a big bargain to not pursue or do any
further with these “deals’‘-it is up to
the individual circumstances and how
dangerous you might be to the New
World Order.
Believe me, there is
PLENTY of prison room. for Political
prisoners.
Now I would ask one more thing
from you thinking people-as
we near
critical time: We again have a few who
think just saying “I believe in Hatonn”
is somehow a mandatory call for someone here to meet your wishes and wants.
We have NOTHING here and our people
want to be gracious and, certainly, never
rude-but
do not ASSUME anything
that requires anything from anyone. Our
people have all they can handle. Dropping by for a week-end is nice-becoming a live-in is quite another and
because it is a special “time” and a bit of
a “gathering” is expected, does not mean
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Your
Paul
TheVenetian:
Innate
Creative
Express
Editor ‘s note: The following writing is by
the Ascended Master known as Paul The
Venetian or Paul The Artist, of the Third Ray
or Aspect of Creator ‘sspectrum,
among the
seven
great
“Rainbow Masters” who are
communicating
at this time to help us get
through Earth-Shan ‘s planetary
transition
and rebalancing.
In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW
MASTERS, Paul relates: ‘lt is most difficult
lo separate we of the Higher Frequencies.
We
have a thrust, a talent given, if you will,
toward
focused
purposes.
As Morya
represents most preciously the ‘will’ of God,
Lanto the ‘wisdom ’ of God - I, Paul, will
focus on the element of ‘LOVE’ and spirit
discernment.
“I come on the comfort vibration of what
we call the ‘pink ‘frequency. My talents have
long
been
in artistic
perceptions
and
projections.. . .
“Please do not confuse my terminology
of love with what thee defines as ‘love’.
Myself
and the brotherhood with whom I
of the Third Ray, are not idle
serve,
and
of
poetry
sounds
of
dreamers
harmonious
music. Ah, would it be that it
could be so. We are quite pragmatic of the
way of the Holy Spirit.
It is through the
beauty and purity of the Third Ray through
which the wondrous qualities of diplomacy,
patience, tact, arbitration, unity, brotherhood,
culture,
beauty and the perfecting of the
‘heart ’ are made manifest. ”
For more background on this important
group of teachers,
plus earlier writings
by them, refer to the Back Page for Journal
ordering information.

balance.
I am often referred to as “The Artist”. This
is because
my frequency
most often is
associated
with the inner creative urge to
express one’s emotional state in a physical
manner.
This feeling of desire to express is the inner
drive that removes one from the limits of time
and the restrictions
of the third-dimensional
compression
and propels one to enter into a
non-linear, higher-dimensional
state of expression. This is why the TRUE artists of your
planet are most often viewed as eccentric or
are, in general, misunderstood.
Each has their own special talent and ability
to express in a creative manner. Most think of
an artist
as a painter, or a sculptor, or a
musician, or a poet.
Let me assure you ones that you ALL have
For example,
your specialties of expression.
what about the machinist who can create a
functional tool from a raw piece of steel, or the
grocery clerk who stacks the cans in a manner
so that they appear more pleasing and neat, or
the editing staff who make the headlines look
just right.
naturally
Ones
are
constantly
and
expressing their individuality within the Oneness of Creator’s whole idea. Please know that
creative expression is as much a part of each
person as is logical, analytical reasoning.
Artistic expression,
or lack of same, can
give you ones insights concerning the ones you
are dealing with.
It has been said that the
mental states of a society are reflected in its
artwork.
Let us take a look at a large problem facing
you ones: Many of the larger cities are filled
who
are so shut-down
children
with
to
be,
for all intents and
emotionally
as
8/17/96
purposes, the walking dead. Even these ones
PAUL THE VENETIAN. THE ARTIST
have an urge to express themselves and find a
my friend.
It is I, Paul the uniqueness if they can.
Greetings,
Look at the graffiti. For the most part it is
I represent the Third Aspect of
Venetian.
I come now in the vulgar slang words without much feeling other
Creator’s
spectrum.
wholeness of His Light to impart my specific
than, perhaps, anger. Yet, even among these
message
to you ones who need and desire gang members, there are ones who escape the

reality of this life into a subculture where they
can express their potential in a manner that can
be appreciated.
These are the ones who, with cans of spray
paint, create fantastic murals upon the sides of
buildings. These murals actually reach through
to people who need so desperately to feel the
connection to Higher Inspiration.
These ones
are Light Workers-whether
they know it or not.
So be careful in your generalities toward
lumping all gang members into the category of
being mindless or bad. God will ALWAYS
reach through and find a way to touch the Heart
of a seeking soul in need. It is His promise and
your right!
Each must learn to bring their gifts of
expression into this world,. Whether it be anew
invention, a new song, or even a new way of
preparing food, all these creative expressions
contribute to the overall quality of life on the
planet.
You ones who are constantly trying to find
happiness should stop and think for a minute of
those things in the past that have made you feel
the best. Most often this happens when you are
GIVING in some manner.
The act of giving
opens up energy flows that allow for even more
giving (and regiving). Now couple that giving
with a personal creative touch that is unique to
YOU, and. then you shall find the joy you seek,
as others benefit from that unique joy you give.
You only need to look within, and express
that which you feel in your heart. Express it in
your unique manner which speaks it to the
world. ’
If it is pain you feel, then express the pain.
Why do you ones appreciate the talented “blues”
singers so much? Most often, these ones are
highly sensitive people who have endured a lot
of pain. Their moving, and often profound,
musical sharings are a method they utilize in
order to release their pain without having to
forget their lessons.
As another example, if you give of yourself
through volunteer work, you can perhaps be the
person who always has a warm smile to share.
Or, you may be the one who gives the
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encouraging words to others who feel down,
yet still show up to do their volunteer work.
There are infinite and subtle ways you ones
can give to each other.
And let us not forget laughter. Every souled
being appreciates humor in one form or
another. The healing properties of laughter are
perhaps only secondary to those of love. Ones
who can create the conditions that will allow
another to find humor, and laugh, are perhaps
the most needed ones on the planet, especially
in the upcoming times of turbulent change.
Why this message at this time?
You ones are fast approaching
a time
when the need for unconventional
solutions
(creative
solutions)
to problems
will be
needed.
The past ways of doing everyday
things will soon be gone. Your very survival
may depend upon each person’s ability to
hear or feel the Creative Nudge that will
enable you to survive.

As the famous quote goes, “Necessity is the
mother of invention.” Perhaps another way of
insightful
observation
is,
this
stating
“Creativity is usually inspired by necessity.”
The ones with the “common sense” approach
to life are going to be the ones who save the
Ones may be very well schooled in
day.
History, Math and English, but if they cannot
function when their electricity goes off or when
their supermarkets are empty, then all their
education is of no real value.
The farmer, on the other hand, who may
only have a high school education, may be
called upon to TEACH the ones who do not
know
how to grow their own fruits and
vegetables or raise chickens and such.
Realize, please, that each has their own
uniqueness and each is as important as the next.
The only difference is in the job that you have
come down here to do.

ZIGGY
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Those who seek glory as their reward shall
most often go lacking of fulfillment, for they
have surely missed the big picture as to why
they are there. These ego-motivated ones are
most often the ones who are in constant agony
and have great inner personal conflict. These
ones, however, can still exploit good ideas and
spread them far and wide. Thus recognize that
they, too, serve a productive role and purpose
in the overall scheme of things.
These ego-driven ones, however, go through
life not realizing that their pain is due to the
higher self doing battle with that ego. In this
case, the soul’s creative energies are being
utilized in a manner which create the
conditions most beneficial to the growth of the
being. This is why these ones often seem to be
challenged with great personal conflicts.
Consider the example of a marriage plagued
by conflict and dispute. When theseonesfinally
learn the lessons they have come down to learn,
they will realize that their life has transformed
away from the drain of inner emotional conflict
and moved toward the balance which comes
from inner peace.
For some, they never handle the problem in
one lifetime. It may simply take several lives to
handle a particularly
difficult
problem.
However, when ones finally do overcome the
challenges of this life, they come out of the
situation stronger and have, in the process,
created a more balanced condition for
themselves in which to express. They have, in
effect, cleared out a lot of the garbage, thus
creating more mental space or “headroom” in
which to operate. This equates to a greater
ability to express the Higher Creative Potential
within.
Welcome this life’s challenges and find
(create) a way to overcome that which pulls on
your heart.
Know that you grow as a being
every time you truly overcome a problem. Know also that the higher self
(the soul you) is constantly creating
conditions that will allow you to grow.
Stop repeating the same old ways of
handling
those inner problems and
find (create) a new way of coping
with the challenges. This is the fastest
way to freeing self up so that you can
truly enjoy this life’s expression.
Thank you for taking the time to
read this message of inspired, Lighted
truth. May this message resonate with
understanding
within your heart and
mind.
Blessings to you all and may you
create a better, more Lightened (Lightfilled) world in which to express.
I am Paul the Venetian, the
Artist, come in the Radiance of the
One Light. Salu.
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This Journal
is a manual for living the life
:ssed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man,
: offers gentle direction filled with compassion
pond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
:, together, they form a team of one. The Masters
tr insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s inlvement and will, our journey home, the Greater
sion. The messages resonate as musical chords
thin the very soul essence. The words shared
tew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a
eper meaning.
k few Of The Important Topics Covered Are:
b Who Is Telling The Truth?
b The Law Of God
b The SEVEN RAYS OF LIFE
’ Cultr And Churches
b Truth And The Lana Of Creation
c Precious Ancient Knowledge Preserved
l From The %tar
In The Enat”
h Each In A Portion Of God
h Immanuel And The Emenes
h Time For Earth To Come Home
k Covenant Of The BOW
* Earth 18 Special
l Get Prepared For The Firrt Strike
l Calling Working
Troops
* uForce” Not Of Cod
l Trmp Of The Human Ego
l Astral
Plane Caacellatlon
l Melrhiredck
Blighted Through Evil Input
l Gender Problems And Responsibility
l Healing Comer Through
Mind
l Universal
Law-Not
Miraclea
l Chrirt Path Deliberately
Hidden
l Preparation
For Transmutation
l No Secular Alliance
* Children Are Of Primary Concern
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So, back to Earth and out of the Pits, it must be a
time of reminding and REMEMBERING. AND a time
of using wisdom in your responses while never REACTING in haste and foolish false patriotism of personal EGO ATTACKS.
We have a “reminder” some nice reader sent from
the infamous Internet and you might well choose to
consider this message very, very carefully and you will
quit asking, “Why are the Russians here with their
equipment-and m&n?” For one thing, a couple of years
ago there was a “joint venture” agreement made to
cross-train soldiers utilize U.S. bases for training and
on and on-so YOU-THE-PEOPLE wouldn’t notice
and/or would think it really a nice gesture after that

Signs& Designs
Of
TheNewWorld
Order
~astyoldc
,a;.
8/16/96 #l

Well, in addition, crack SWAT teams and police
departments all around your nation-swapped
personnel. In other words, even little Tehachapi and KERN
COUNTY (Calif.) exchanged MANY police and
sheriffs personnel. It was a big deal in a major “lovein” type of presentation to you sleepy people. [Please
don’t choose the song of the day to be “Just Two
SLEEPY People... “I These are the final mind-control
tools to lull you into awakening too late to change a
thing. You will also be reminded that there are many
“weapons” of WAR and most of them you know nothing
about-but it won’t be won or lost this time with popguns or even “automatic” gunfire. With this in mind let
us quote:

HATONN

Put a PUBLIC NOTICE of the failure to even
acknowledge the material in as many places as you find
WHAT
SONG
DID YOU
CHOOSE?
print space. The man says the Feds in San Francisco
wouldn’t have anything to do with it even if it were
Dharma chose her song for today to be a mixture of REAL. Say what? THEY ARE IN THIS DISTRICT
Whistle A Happy Tune and You ‘11Never WalkAlone. AND THAT IS ESTABLISHED BY THEIROWN FELThere is a theory being that if you whistle a happy tune LOW BULLIES. I certainly do suggest that YOU make
you will probably catch some company on the way. that man’s name live in infamy along with the other
attorney traitors who will be responding-IF
THERE
Everybody has enough misery of their own!
My own heart wants to say special things today, IS A RESPONSE AT ALL.
New Year’s Eve-but
my RESPONSIBILITY claims
first place in the current flow of happenings. You are
now on the brink of full takeover of the New World
Order under United Nations Rule. And, along those
lines some of you older friends will remember a logo
saying, “I would rather be dead than Red.” I bring this
up because what is taking over your world is that same
Beast in different clothing calling itself the Lamb of
Freedom.
How can you KNOW that the U.N. ‘is in
power? I want to take a minute here to remind you of
U.N. regulations. Not only is it in the U.N. Charter as
to who heads the World Army but the Soviets are
already occupying the U.S.A. and Mexico. There is a
Donations
to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
little difference in Canada but very little-because
of
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
noted.
the closer atta‘chment to the throne of England as with
Postage is included in tape prices.
New Zealand alld Australia. And, if you think Africa
Please send check or money order to: THE kORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi,
is somehow FREE-forget
it.
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa,
What do I plan to do to change things7 Nothing! I
Discover or ‘Master Card.
wouldn’t SAVE anything if I could! Why? Because it
is not my business to force change upon anythingIf you desire to automaticallyreceive
tapes from future meetings,
please send
especially my fellow travelers. If you ASK in such a
at least a $50 donation
from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to
way, for assistance without limiting our ability to renotify yoir as your balance reaches zero.
spond, we DO. I can point out possibilities and tell of
The following
is a parclol list of older items but including
ail of the most
probabilities while urging you to heed some input and
current
meeting
dates,
with
the
number
of
tapes
in
bold,
in
parentheses,
and
seize opportunities which COULD change the worldbut otherwise, YOU have to do it, take the challenges
mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
and the opportunities and run that race.
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;
What will the politicians do? Well, they have been
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
“offered”.
They have each been given information,
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayeian/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95
(2);
copies of contracts and valid certificates and we shall
4/9/95(S)
Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
see who controls them-really.
These political leaders
4/23/95(2)
Mary Sneil 81 Ronn Jackson via phone;
can turn around the world and finance it without neces5/l
&
2/95
(6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
sity of any public input-and,
seize the moment of
6/l
l/95(2);
6/25/95(2);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);8/1
S/95 (2);9/24/95(1)
Ronn Jackson;
GREATNESS. Ah, but will they?
1O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips &Cathy O’Brien;
How do you know the possibilities are actually
probabilities?
Well, here is one little bitty confir11 /12/95 (3); 11/26/95(3);
mation: The packet and CLAIM placed against the
12/3/95(2) Jeff s letter; 12/l O/95(2) Greg & Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2);
Fed. Reserve in San Francisco was returned WITH
12/2 l/95(2) Waiiy Gentlemen %IGeorge Van Noy; 12/3 l/95 Holocaust “Gas Chambers”(3);
A BIG NASTY LETTER UP FRONT FROM TEE
l/7/96 The Trouble With Lawyers(2); l/2 l/96(2);
HEAD OF TEE LEGAL DEPARTMENT. HE WAS
2/4/96
Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3&2/l l/96 (3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve
NASTY, ACCUSATIVE,
AND TOTALLY INinterview
on
‘Larry
King
Live”
(2);
3/l
O/96
(3);
FORMING OF TEE VALIDITY OF TEE CLAIM.
3/l 7/96(3)Deepak Chopra’The Wizard Within”&Ceorge Hunt ‘1987 Wilderness Conference”;
He further warned that NO FURTHER CORRE3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carison D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96(3); 4/28/96(2)Desire
& intention;
SPONDENCE FROM THIS SOURCE WOULD
EVEN BE ACKNOWLEDGED! Fine, I hope you nice
5/l 2/96(3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-1 2/96 (4)Beginning of New Phase;
people act ACCORDINGLY and send his message and
6/l 6/96(4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96(3)
Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”;
copies of everything to home offices of the Fed-and to
6/30/96(2);
7/l l/96(2) Waiiy Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96(2);8/4/96(2);
the Government and figure a way to lodge a complaint
8/l 7 thru 8/l 9/96 (10) “Little Crow, Teddy from Canada 81Commander Hatonn-New
Years
with the World Bank(s), etc. GET IT RECORDED
PUBLICLY.

Tapes,

Transcriptions

&

Videos

/
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[QUOTING:]
THE

NEW
WORLD
ARMY
UPDATE
THE NEW
WORLD
ARMY
(U.S. Military Turned Against You)

August 13, 1996
[H: Please don’t forget that on July 4th, 1976 it
was decided by the Elite New World Order that 1996
would be a target year for the major changes w=
will allow for the final: five-year THRUST to a working TAKE-OVER in the U.S.A. Remember that Plan
2000 is to be in working ORDER by year 2000 and in
total operation by 2001 with worldwide integration.]
THE NEW WORLD ORDER INTELLIGENCE
UPDATE
http://www.inforamp.net/-jwhitley
THE NEW
WORLD
ARMY
&lUST
ALWAYS
BQ
HEADED
BY A RUSSIAN
(Permission to ref-post unedited is hereby granted.)
When Alger Hiss [later convicted and executed as
a Soviet spy] set up the U.N. with his U.S. State
Department colleagues, they established the U.N. DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL AND SECURITY AFFAIRS, which would have jurisdiction over ALL future
U.N. MILITARY OPERATIONS. Written into the
fine print of the rules and regulations which govern
the U.N. is the rule that the head of this U.N. Deeartment will rlwavr be a soviet citizen, militarv officer,
or aerso% designated bv the SOVIET$ This has been
the case for the past 47 years, with the following 14
Comnmnists having ch8ired thrdvital U.N. Post since 1946:
1944-49
1949-53
1953-54
1954-57
1960-62
196263
1963-65
1965-68
1968-73
1973-78
1978-81
1981-86
1987-90

Ark8dy Sobolev
Konstantin Zinchenko
Ilya Tehemychev
Dragosiav Protitch
Georgy Arkadev
E.D. Kiselyv
V.P. Sllslov
Alexei E. Nesterenko
Leonid N. Kutakov
Arkady N. Shevchenko
Mikkhail D. Sytenko
Viacheslav A. Ustinov
Vasilly S. Safronchuk

All were Soviet citizens. If you think that “Communism is dead”, you’re in for a rode awakening! The
rmmes and faces bave changed-not
the politicians,
parties, militarjr hierarchies OR the vast Russian expenditures on military weaponry and material. And if
you think that the U.N& ARMY will be benign, you’ll
quickly reconsider when foreign U.N. troops under,
ultimately, Russian command are drafted into your
~~r~~~~~~~o~o~~~
Newworktofdorl
~~~~,~Y~~‘t.
So you think that this is fanciful? Rclsd this I.JPI
news item, which appeared on September 8, 1993:
RUSSIAN-AMERICAN
DEFENSE AGREEMENT
CALLS FOR JOINT MANEUVERS
WASHINGTON: The United States and Russia
signed an agreement Wednesday on military cooperation that provides for joint military maneuvers by the
two former Cold War foes.
The Russian Defense Minister, General ofthe Army
Pave1 Grachev, who is visiting Washington, sigtted the
memorandum of understsrading with Defense Secretsry
Les Aspin at a Pentagon ceremony.
The agreement calls for the two sides to hold joint
maneuvers that practice peacekeeping techniques.
The agreement also calls for annual meetings between Grachev and Aspin and their successors, exchanges between the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and his Russian counterpart and a bilateral de-

fense working group to formulate projects of RussianAmerican defense.
“This ceremony demonstrates again that the relationship between our two countries is undergoing historic transformation,” Aspin said.
“As President Clinton and President Yeltsin said at
their Vancouver summit meeting,” he said, “we are
establishing 8 strategic partnership.” “It is a partnership in which military and defense relations play a
leading role,”
“RUSSi
places its highest priority on its cooperation with the United States,” Grachev said, “We promise to do all in our power... to realize this agreement.”
The Russian-American ground maneuvers will train
the two sides in peacekeeping techniques.
The first
units to participate will be the U.S. 3rd Mechanized
Infantry Division and the Russian 27thMotorized Rifle.
Both division commanders, U.S. Maj. Gen. Leonard
Holder, Jr. and Russian Maj. Gen. Anatolly Sidyakin,
were on hand for the Pentagon ceremony.
“Our two commanders, right 8fter the signing of
this agreement, will sit down at a table and start
working out a whole series of steps to make this all
happen,” Grachev said.
Both Grachev and Aspin said they wanted to establish a “hotline” between their respective defense establishments although provision for that was not actually
in the agreement they signed.
In addition to joint peacekeeping exercises, the
memorandum calls for annual meetings between Aspin
and Grachev and their successors, exchanges between
the chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and his
Russian counterpart and 8 bilateral working group to
think up more projects for Russian-American military

Premarin:
Prescription For
Animal Cruelty

cooperation, [H: &Ill think Colin Powell is such hot stuff?]
No date or place for the first joint Russian-American ground maneuver has yet been set.
Pressed on whether the exercise would be held this
year, Gracbev noted that the planning time needed for
m%neuvers of solarge a scale would mean that if so, it
would probably have to start during the [?]
“The 3rd Division commander,” he joked, “said if
it’sOKwiththem,wecangotoSituuiaandholdthemthere.”
[END OF QUOTING]
I think this is enough to give you the picture clearly
enough. Readers and Citizens (of the world), YOU
cannot have any idea of the magnitude of the manipulations which have occurred in SECRET PLACES to
bring you to TODAY i You are now in the fin81 stages
of the completion of the prophecies which would bring
you under TOTAL CONTROL. If the Order controls
everything from your Religious snd Spiritual beliefs,
your economies, your caret%kers, i.e., Justice Departments and Legal entities and Medic81 Agencies-it
goes right on down the line to FAMINE, PESTILENCE,
INABILITY TO OBJECT AND THUS AND SO. YOU
HAVE ALREADY.HAD YOUR COiWT~TUTiON SET
ASIDE AND IT WAS DONE QUITE “LEGALLY”
EVEN IF “UNLAWFULLY”. SO, WHO IS GOING TO
GET IT BACK FOR YOU?-FOR YOU HAVE LOST
YOUR ‘FORCE’ WHICH MAKES COMPLIANCE A
REALITY.
FORCE WILL NOT CHANGE THE
WORLD-TRUTH
AND GODLY RESPONSE CAN
DOSO. SO, WHERE WILL YOUBE? WITH YOUR
POP GUNS OR YOUR TRUTH IN STANCE AND
ACTION?
after giving birth.
Within a few months they are separated from their
foals and put back on the “pee line”. Fertile m8res may
go through this same grueling cycle ye&r in 8nd year
out, some for more than 20 years.
At the tender age of four months, the foals-all but
a few kept for stud or to replace worn-out mares-are
sold for slaughter.
When mares become old, infertile, or crippled,
they, too, are auctioned off to butchers.
In 1993, about 75,000 mares throughout Canada
and North D8kOt8 were confined for urine collection,
and the number is expected to triple in the next few
years. Wyeth-Ayerst, the maker of Premarin, is already
preparing for an expansion of its facilities in M%nitoba
with $20 million in aid from the Canadian government.
Premarin is the ONLY menopause drug still made
with animal-derived estrogen. Safe, effective synthetic
and plant-derived alternatives are available. Won’t
you mrtke the switch?
WHAT

“When you see 4 colt being born and you have to
destroy it..it ‘s rough because they’re babies. 1 jwt
didn’t thhink it wus right. n - Ollie Bracken, Retired
PMU Farmer
This yeru, approximately 75,000 mares will be
impregnated and confirmed in cr%m@ stalls so their
estrogen-rich urine c8n be colIected for use in a drug
called Premarin.
In the spring, the m%res will give
birth to foals, most of whom will be killed before their
first birthday.
Premarin is made from pregnant m8re’s urine, and
its production results in misery and death for tens of
thousands of horses and foals every year. To produce
Prerrmrin, pregnant mares are fitted with rubber collection bags and tied up in cementd oored stalls metlsuring just 3 l/2 to 5 feet wide and 8 feet long.
For six months, while their bodies are producing
the most estrogen, these mares are unable to take more
than 8 step or two in any direction, turn around, or even
lie down comfortably. Lameness often develops. So
that they can be put right back into production the next
winter, the mares ltre reimpregnated seven to nine days

YOU

CAN DO, .

*Share this inform8tion with your family, friends,
and doctor.
If you 8re currently seeking hormone
replacement therapy, ask your physician to prescribe
one of the synthetic estrogens, such 8s Estrrrdiol
Transdernutl System, Estradiof tablets, Bstropipate,
and Estrone. Natural remedies, such as plant progesterone and dietary changes, c8n also be effective.
aWrite to Robert Essnet, President, Wyeth-Ayerst
Laboratories, P.O. Box 8299, Philadelphia, PA 19101,
or call I-80&666-7248 to voice your protest.
*Write to Minister Lloyd Axworthy, Department of
Western Diversification, House of Commons, 418-M
Center Block, Ottawa, Ontario KIA OAB, and to The
Honorable Gary pilmon, Premier of Manitoba, 450
Broadway, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C OVS, to protest
the gt)vmmd’s
ofW)ah-Ayerst’sexpansion.
For more tnformatlon, contact:
PEOPLE FOR THE
ETHICAL TREATMENT OF ANIMALS
P.O. Box 42516, Washington, DC 20015
(301) 770-PETA
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lsnotacom
KernCounty
Judicial
System
EkkedTrialPostponed
An Editoriul
8/7/96

Conrmentary

RICK

MARTIN

After eight long years of sacrifice, discovery, depositions, stress, tears, and waiting (a long time in
anyone’s life), the final moment of truth had finally
arrived. All discovery was completed. All motions had
been disposed of, favorably toward the issue of going to
trial. All witnesses had been subpoened and the attorney was ready to go.
Over the last two days I’ve been sitting in a Kern
County courtroom witnessing what would take place
with the long awaited Doris & EJ Ekker case. This
case, as most CONTACT readers are by now aware,
concerns the non-sale of the Ekker home, which was
then taken by Santa Barbara Savings & Loan, and later,
the Resolution Trust Corporation. That much is history. This present case holds accountable those individuals who conspired to keep the non-sale “secret”,
and thus kept the property in the hands of the bankers.
How can I accurately describe what I’ve witnessed
these last two days and not be held for libel? In what
manner may words find expression to frame the level of
frustration, confusion, abstraction at a system designed
to be hidden from John Q public? How is it that a
complex case such as this one, by the time it goes to
trial, becomes so whittled down as to be but a tiny
fragment of the true picture?
Perhaps Eustace Mullins said it best, “We must be
aware of what has happened to our legal guarantees
which were written down in our Constitution. We must
be able to challenge the stealthy takeover of our judicial system by furtive conspirators, hiding behind international allegiances of the law merchant, the Star
Chamber procedures ofthe equity courts, and the secret
fraternal associations which dictate judicial decisions
diabolically opposed to the interests of our citizens and
our nation.”
The Ekkers have fought long and hard to “get a
hearing in court”-to
be ruled upon by a jury. The only
thing was, when I went to Department 7 on Monday,
Judge Wallace’s court, I was told that the Ekker case
would be heard downstairs in Department 11. Downstairs in the dark basement quarters of the Bakersfield
halls of justice. This proved to be highly symbolic. In
fact, there were several people in the courtroom waiting for this case to be called. Among them, Leon Fort
and Betty Tuten. Interesting. But back to the subject
at hand, How was it that Judge Wallace passed off the
Ekker case onto a NEW judge, one not familiar with
the, literally, boxes upon boxes upon boxes of legal
documents filed in this case. Who is Judge Sidney P.
Chapin and what circumstances existed to create the
scenario of Chapin hearing this case? How will he view
this case?
Stunned by the sudden change in courtrooms and
judges, I found myself off-center as I waited to observe
the next development.
Mr. Horn, in typical fashion, revived a previouslyfiled motion in limine, that had been decided against
him by Judge Wallace.
A Motion in Limine is defined as: “a pretrial

After withdrawing to ‘chambers” for a time, both
sides withdrew knowing the outcome. The judge was
absolutely convinced that Retraxit applied to these
parties, even though they were not named parties in the
prior action.
Judge Chapin was very clear. He listened carefully
to both sides (even though his mind was clearly made
up from the beginning), and allowed the attorneys from
both sides to speak fully.
Call it “luck of the Ekkers”. His ruling stoodHorn’s motion was granted. The Ekker trial was now
off. If it went the routing of appeal, a possible trial date
would be about ten months out. It was agreed by all
sides that Ekkers would file a Writ, an+ failing that,
would appeal to the Appellate court.
In his book And Justice For None, Jerry Spence
writes, “Clarence Darrow was right. Justice cannot be
defined. And to the same extent that justice cannot be
defined, neither can it be realized. Yet is not our great
challenge to form a system that harmonizes such hoble
ideals as forgiveness with such a human impulse as
revenge? At the heart of justice is a divine spirit. It
sprouts from the same seeds as life itself. And although
we can define neither life nor justice, we are able to
recognize injustice, the supreme form of which is to
surrender to the status quo and to sanctify the myths
and fantasies that breed it, among which is the national
legend that in America there is liberty and justice for all.”
Horn was gloating in his victory, and for obvious
reasons. This cash cow would keep on producingHorn’s money machine was still in motion.
Already the legal investigators have located more
than sufficient grounds to overturn Chapin’s ruling.
But, the damage is done. And, as is so common with the
adversary, delays have been accomplished.
So what
else is new?
While this seems like the never ending story, for

motion requesting court to prohibit opposing counsel
from referring to or offering evidence on matters so
highly prejudicial to moving party that curative instructions cannot prevent predispositional effect on
jury.” I hope that cleared it up for you.
The only problem is, if the judge ruled in favor of
attorney Horn’s Motion in Limine, the net effect was
that there wouldn’t be a jury trial, And that is exactly
what happened.
With obtuse words such as Res Judicata,Estoppell,
and Collateral Estopell bandied about like it was nothing out of the ordinary; left in the dust of such confounding and baffling interchange by legal counsel,
those on this side of the bar tried their best to just “keep
up”-to
no avail.
Out of the blue, Judge Chapin
pronounces a prevailing legal principle which applies
to this case, namely Common Law Retraxit. Definition? “A retraxit is a voluntary renunciation by plaintiff in open court of his suit and cause thereof, and by
it plaintiff forever loses his action.” Say what? The
judge repeatedly used this term countless times, regardless of input to the contrary from Ekkers’ counsel,
Brad Ellie. Interestingly enough, however, California sure, this story is to be continued...
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PeoDle
WhoHave
DiedSince
BillClinton
TookOffice
WhoAreOfInterest

gram [INSLA wj by the Department of Justice. He was
also murdered but not in relation to the Clinton body
count. [II: Forget this old hog-wash. And someday,
some of the self-styled reporters are going to realize
WE DO HAVE information which mieht save them
egg-covered faces. Gunther Russbalher had just
sent ito Wilcher] a full set of disclosure tapes, video
tapes, etc., of the Bush escapades-and
-they certainly DID relate to the drug trade, CIA involvement
and other “goodies”. This was a close personal
friend, as well, of Russbacher.]

1

9. In July 1993, the death of Vincent Foster. [H:
ALL the representations of Foster’s death are erroneous except the one offered right in CONTACT by
one who KNEW the details right from the horse’s
(gunman’s) mouth.] {See the 7/27/93 and 3/22/94
issues of CONTACT.}

Editor’s note: In conjunction with our Front Page
story this week, plus the recent curious downing of
Clinton ‘s “body guard” plane near Jackson Hole,
Wyoming,plus the Ron Brown plane crash earlier this
year, plus manyothermysteriouscasualtiesin Clinton‘s
orbit, we have decided to rerun thefollowing list which
is an excerptfrom the 4/l 9/94 issue ofCONTACT for
your contemplation.

4/13/96

#I

HATONN

So what happens to ones who “know something”?
Well, it is pretty simple-suicide
them. We have here
a paper which was sent which was put together by
Chu:k Harder (radio) with Linda Thompson and we
offer it to you readers as you might well find it quite
interesting.
[QUOTING:]
PEOPLE

WHO
BILL
CLINTON
WHO
ARE

HAVE
DIED
SINCE
TOOK
OFFICE
OF INTEREST

1. July 30, 1992, Victor Razor, 52, Alaska, Nat’1
financial Co-chairman of Clinton Campaign, and his
son, Monteomerv Razor, 22, also very active in the
campaign, were both killed in a private plane crash in
Dillingham, Alaska.
[H: Perhaps it is wise that
George Green didn’t take the job of financial chairman for the Carter campaign as he claimed he was
asked to do. It seems the Carters and the Clintons
are relatively unsafe PARTNERS.]

10. The Health Reform Committee Chairman and
its attorney. Stanlev Heard, a chiropractor from Hot
5. Bonn, Germany. Maior General Jarrett J. Springs, Ark. had met Clinton playing pinball years
Robertson, 52, deputy Commanding General of V Corps ago. Steve Dixon, the lawyer, was the advisor on the
died when his UH-60 Blackhawk ‘copter crashed as it health reform issues. Both were killed on a plane. The
tried to land at Weisbaden, Germany, Air Base. Also men had rented a plane which developed mechanical
killed was William J. Ginsburg (chief of OPS), col. problems on the way to DC. They rented another one i*
Robert Kelly (chief of intelligence), and crew chief St. Louis and it crashed. Shortly after takeoff he said
Garv Rhodes. Robertson was responsible for the First there was a fire on board; that was the last heard. YOU
Armored Division which played a key role in the Bosnia have to work to crash a small plane in such circumpeace-keeping plan along with the carrier Roosevelt. sta*coSHe was an opponent of the Bosnia “plan”. Several
11. Nov. 30, 1993, Ed Willv, Clinton fund raiser,
people that are dead were Clinton’s escorts on the
carrier, the only time he was there. Five people are a prominent real estate lawyer and land developer, a
dead who were associated with Clinton’s only visit to hunter, sportsman. He was found dressed in a suit in
that carrier-his
escorts and the people involved with the deep woods with no suicide note. He had a "SelfFive of the inflicted” gunshot wound to the head just like V. Fosthe planning of the troop movements.
escorts, Navv aviators, were killed when their ETUC ter’s. His wife works regularly for Hillary. He had
Hawkeye early-warning plane crashed into the sea. substantial debts for some time and the news connected
They were waved off because of a supposedly rough sea these two items as excuse for his “suicide”. This is not true.
and pitching deck and then “somehow” crashed.
12. Hershel Friday, an attorney from Little Rock,
4 agents killed in the Waco tragedy were Ark. He too had been a Clinton fund raiser. He was
Clln:on’s bodyguards:
Conwav, Bleu, McKee* and killed in a Single+&ine plane accident. Details IlOtkllOWll.
DeWillis. They often use ATF agents as bodyguards
13. Jerry Parks, Clinton’s director of security in
during campaigns. All of these were out of the Little
Rock, Ark. area, and had guarded.Clinton when he was Ark. He was found dead, riddled with bullets, alongside a road in Jacksonville, Ark. Suicide? How did he
Gov.
Each o/these ace&s hodone woundto the left shoot himself multiple times? [game “inconvenience”
temple that blew out the back side of their heads, just as Vincent Foster case in #9 above.] There Was SOme
like en execution.
Each one of them had an identical
effort on follow-up to make it appear to be a randomcrime shooting.
wound to the left temple.
So there appear to have been at least 29 confirmed
7. 4 presidential helicopter crewmen, Marines, deaths with 12 of those being Clinton’s body guards,
Spt. Hainev, 32, Maior Barclav. Set. Sable, Capt.
[END OF QUOTING]
Reynolds. These 4 did not usually fly together. They
were the four that flew Clinton TO the carrier
Thank you, Chuck and Linda.
Roosevelt.

2. September, 23, 1992, Little Rock, Ark. Paul
Cullev, a Clinton campaign aide, Democratic Nat’1
Committee political director. He was the architect of
Clinton’s strategy which allowed him to be competitive
8. June 22, 1993, Paul
in the electoral voting. He was found dead in his hotel Wilcher, DC lawyer who was
room of unknown causes. He was 48. Heart attack investigating many of the same
speculation. But nothing known.
things that Linda Thompson was
investigating. He had talked to
3. Dec. 9, 1992, Monticello, Ark., Paula Gilbert, the same people. And people
36, travelled with Clinton as governor and during who talked to him then sought
campaign. She was killed in a one car accident and the her out. Some of these were
police said there were no witnesses and no reason for gov’t. agents and not very good
the accident.
guys. He also talked to a producer who also talked to Linda
4. Dec. 21, 1992, Aspen, Colo., Jim Willhite, T. He was found in his apartArkla executive, 54. He was a close friend and bus. ment, no known cause of death.
assoc. of White House Chief of Staff and a friend of He had written a 99-page letter
Clinton. He supposedly ran into a tree while skiing and to Janet Reno some 3 weeks eardied. Mat McCarty used to work with Clinton at the lier detailing CIA drug running,
Rose Law Firm along with Bubble and Hillary. McCarty mind control used on Branch
was the last person to speak to Jim W. and was also an Davidians. He was concerned
executive of Arkla, a multi-state natural gas co. and about the death of reporter D.
had dealings with the same banks that are now being Casolaro, who was investigatinvestigated in Ark.
ingthe theft of a computer pro-
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A Rally For The Bill of Rights.
Labor Day Weekend
WASHINGTON, DC. - CAPITOL HILL MALL
fhscntcd

by

Citizens Against Legal Loopholes for LEGAL REFORM
.
P.O. Box 361, Del Mar, California 92014
W. COAST OFFICE (619) 755-03 19- (619) 481-8264 FAX E. COAST OFFICE (609)-797-95-609)
E-Mail CALLSD@AOL.COM
DurFeuowAtwticw.

!XWEREIGNTY
2MD-

IMMIGRATION
ASSETFO~TURE
LAND RIGHT!3

A Rally For The Bill of Rights
WASHINGTON, D.C. - CAPL-KILHILL MALL
Labor Day Weekend
Saturday - August 3 1,19%
43HWhtAN@t!AFrrcdoaCh~~t1UoduASt~SpvlgbdSky

MILITARY
IsGALREmRM

LAW ENFORCEMENT
HEALTH & EDUCAX’lON
PEDERALRESERVE
UNITED NATIONS
ALXWtNATtVE FOLITKCAL PAKIUS

ALL STAR JAM SESStON
FEATURING SCHEDULED MEhdBERSOF
THE STEVE MtLLER BAND - LYNARD SKYNARD -SOUL ASYLUM’
AND CARL KLANG - STEVE VAUS - BARRY WEINSTEIN -DAVE RIDDELL
Sunday-sept, I,1996
A NATIONAL GRASSROOTS COALITION RALLY
mItrlAL

LIST OF THE scHEDuLEocuEFTsPuuERsz
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“When You KNOW,
You Can Help Yourself

S

uccessfully taking charge of your quest
for KNOWLEDGE brings you into the dimension of the “informed” and in so doing brings
great joy.
in our review of this week’s Journal we have
selected four which offer a cross-section of
information, which may help to put important
pieces
of the Modern World puzzle into
perspective.
First there must come TRUTH,
and then, with action, is the realization that
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
Take a look at the highlights for these
JoumaZs by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn and the
Masters of the Seven Rays.
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It Can Make All The Difference:
And Your Loved Ones To Understand”

Be One-How
It Will Be-The Light And The
Law-Back
To Square One-For
Those Who

time shift
experience

and energy
of LIGHT.”

shift-into
a time
-Hatonn

of

See The Light.
Discover the unfolding
of the Divine Plan.
Find out about the ancient Sumarians of 6,000

A manual for living the life blessed of God.
Insightful to the heart, offering hope, direction, promise, guidance, love, and discipline.
Clarifying long-clouded issues and illuminating concepts of higher reason. This Journal
offers gentle direction, insight into the planet,
our purpose and God’s involvement. Unbendspur.&
:+g$
.&&f+T&$?f$&;
ing in strength, these words renew hope, inDISASTER..‘C:#4:):il.,
:;,‘,.,:~
still love, and give ‘trust in God’ a deeper
. .
meaning.
“This document is offered in response to
This Journal is written by the Masters themones who continue to ask me, When?’ and selves: El Morya,
First Ray, The Statesman;
What do we do?‘. In an economic vein, it has Lanto, Second Ray, The Sage; Paul The Venegone beyond the ability to reverse it; therefore, it tian, Third Ray, The Artist; Serapis Bey, Fourth
will have to pass through the equalizer of col- Ray, The Architect;
Hilarion,
Fifth Ray, The
lapse. I only present possible ways to salvage Healer; Nada, Sixth Ray, Lady Nada; Germain,
your stability on a personal basis.”
Seventh Ray, The Alchemist.
-Hatonn
The Foreword
to this warm and magnificent
Learn how to protect your assets in today’s Journal is presented by Esu aJesus’ Immanuel
collapsing economy.
Sananda and Chapter 1 is an enlightening
ofDiscover the ‘Grey Men” tapes informa- fering from God (Aton). This is Truly one of the
tion and understand what has happened most important books you will ever read.
to our economy and why.
What is money, debt and credit? A complete and understandable explanation.
Learn about corporations, how they can
protect your assets and why Nevada
Corporations are best.
A special chapter on survival preparation.
“‘In the beginning’ is only an actual ‘Once
Esu i’Jesus” Sananda discusses: The Follow- Upon aTime’...! But you MUST come to realize,
ers Of Lucifer; The Time Of His Cruc3ixion; and very quickly now, that you didn’t just go
Mohammed’s Coming Prophesied; Prophecies; ‘big bang’ and neither did you‘swim ashore’.
The Seven Year Countdown;
The Fall
- ~~
-. Of
-- Israel; You were created as Man and brought unto
The Deliverance For Mother Earth,The PlacesOf this placement by your elder species. Also
Safety; and much, much more.
and ‘further more’ you did not assemble from
God (Aton) concludes this Journal with a the asteroid belt of the ‘big bang’. But you did
message for all who will hear. The topics He have a very large happening occur and now
discusses are: I AmAton,Thy Source-Ye Plead you are making it back around to the place in
For Sign-Thy
Mother Earth Has Suffered the cycles wherein you can expect another
Enough-I Am The Creator-We
Shall Again even more powerful ‘Bang-Bang’, time warp,

years ago, and how their understanding of the
universe was superior to ours today.
Learn about how the Sumarians believed the
Earth and our Solar System was formed.
Is there a 10th planet in our Solar System? See
why the Sumarians believed there is.
Is Mankind still primitive? Learn about the
seven segments of realization, and where we
are on this scale.
ALSO
l
l
l

Earthly Roof of the Photon Belt.
Atlantis: What and Why.
Destruction of Alexandrian Library.

#Did you not KNOW that God Creator has a
Divine PLAN for the unfoldment
into LIGHT?
Would HE who cherishes you as self allow you
no port unto which to enter and find refuge?
Ah, but you thought---?
No, if you perceived
there would be no plan by which that of evil
would
be put down,
then you erred
in
knowledge
and must attend,
better,
your
lessons.
YOU turn from GOD-GOD
TURNS
NOT FROM YOU-EVER!”
-Hatonn

Read about the “days of darkness”; three
phases of Earth’s cleansing.
Learn about the Sumarians-a
lost civilization ‘found” in ancient records.
Discover why Christ was not a Jew.
Find out about the persistent Earth
movements around the Ring of Fire.
Dharma’s conversation with God.
ALSO
ADL comments by Jeffrey SteinbergTime to shut down the Anti-Defamation
League (ADL).
‘Hate Crime” Law struck down.
Failures of Banks.
Freemasonry and ‘Mark of the Beast?.
l

l

l

l

IIIIII-I)----III----1----------I----I---I--IIII--I-----------

YES! F’Iease rush me these Journu Is on smart survival. I understand that if1 order the four Jaunals
together, my cost wiII be U.S. $5.50 each,
plus shipping and handling. If I seIect from one to three Journals, my cost wiII be U.S. $6.00 each, plus shipping and handling.
ship to: (please print)

METHODOF PAYMENT:U.S. fundsonly.No C.0.D.s
_ Enclosedis my check or money order payable to
Phoenix-Dssbibubrs.
Charge to my VisaOMasWCard cl Discover0
Account Number
Signatun
Exp. Date
Telephone (daytime)L

books, add $6.40; s$ngle books, add $3.40 for
onaL Canada & Mexico, add $10.9.0 for all 4
t book and $3.00 each additiunal.

ORDER TOLL FREE: l-800-800-5565
Canadians, call l-805-822-9655
Mail to: Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89 126
.c
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Gaia Products

New

.’

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL
USA
WY, NV
$6.00 %
O-l 00
58.00
: 10%:
$7.00 s 101-200
$9.00
S 201-300
68.00 S 201-300
910.00
s 301-400
59.00
$ 301-400
$11 .oo
s 401-500
s10.00
s 401-500
Pl2.00
S Sol-600
$11 .OO 4 Sol-600
913.00
ALASKA 81HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES

!!JQLL

:&Y/Town
laytime

State/Prov.

* For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
t* For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
l * When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Zip Code

l

Phone No.

:redit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)
iignature

Expiration

Date

For Credit Card Orders

1

I

I

I
I
Qty. Amount

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES. BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

GAlALlFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121*
Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

KOMBUCHA

8.50

llhr

S

2 ‘I’-

s 15.00

366
CHLORELlA
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS

TABLEr2?/600mg.

GAlATRIM

30

Day supply I

180 TABLETS

(24%E&ad)

RARE EARTH CAPSULES
POSUN CAPSULES
ALOE PLUS 77
60

NICOTiNE~

2 1 .oo
35;oo

60

#!A.

I

ALCGHOL-

~E~mA430fuD TRAVEL PACK

*HITACHI

(HBlOl)

BREAD MACHINE

BREAD MIX m

ALOE JUICE
Concentrate
SUPER

Whole Leaf Aloe Vera

()w

BODY

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLQ

LIFE

GAlAGLO LOTKBN
HORSETAlL TlNCTURE
couoidal silrerwith trace fninerale & nace

suspended

GAlAGob

GAIA DHEA
GAIA

cu29

GAlAll-

3.1

in a distilled water !luid
Colloidal

cold

#--,#-:A-,
b”““IUCT~

Dehydroepiandrosterone

*GAlASPELT

$22.00

4 02.

$20.00

2 OL
16 oz.
32 oz.

+k PROGRAM STARTING
1

1

1

1

TM ELECTROLYSIS

ALKALINE/ACIDIC

VORTEX

Colloidal

Covver

2 oz.

Colloidal

Wznium

2 02. 1 $;iO.OO1

I

USE -PING
RATE CHART: (located on the top:of this order form)
CALCULATING
SHIPPING FOR &
New Cair Products.

*FORPROGRAM
STARTING PACKAGES~~~
~~AINTENANCE
PACKAGES,BREADMACHfNE,BRRADPRODlJCTS
and MICROWATEXTM
ELECTROLY8ISPLEASECALLFORSHIPPtNGRATES.
KSFORDELIVERV..

$3.50

-

_. _.

$2.50
s 5.00
$10.00

-

$5.00
$12.50

PACKAGE

1 Bottle Galandrkaa (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AqoaBalp (1 qt.)
2 Bottles Gaiplyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkfs. Spelt Bread Mix
S Audlo-cassettss

deMiCROWATER

2 Oz.
$20.00
1602.
$
32 oz. $; .$;:::

s:;o.oo

4 Ibs. 0 S1.25/lb.

I BoatsGatadrlam (1 qt.)
2BottbseQLyts(2atsrs6mb)
4Pkgs.SpeuBmadMk

si 0.00
skdo
$#&OO

$20.00

Cl 49.00

c130.00

5 MAlNTiNANCE PACKAGE

!frS.OO

2 oz.

KERNELS

10 Ibs. 0 $1.25/lb.

8;oo

32 oz.
202.

GAlACDL
W

1 qup&

32 OZ. 1 SiiO.00

BOOSTER

LIQUID

$?S.OO

spew

2 Ibs. 8 S1.26/18.
4 Ibs. 0 Sl.25/lb.
8 Ibs. 0 $1 .?S/lb.

1

i:6.g5

1 Htar

$15.00

m GAlASPELT FLOUR WHOLE GRAlN

90 CARaJLEs s So.00

(10X STRENGTH)

$6.00
each

mspt & spdc)
mm

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS

5260.00

&iiAsh~~

I +k GAlASPELT

--l---l

$6.00
s

for prkew

2oz

CAFFEINE-

$$4.95

CAPSULE6

$48.00

sapen-

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

60 CAPSULE6 $6.00
6AP8ULE8/46On&

$45.00
$75.40

SUCROSESTARCH........... .................................

$24.95
s

compowmts sd

GAlASORB NEUTRA-BOND

so TABLETS $24.50
-

GINKGO fflLOBA

EA.

$ 8.00

GULF WAR SVNDROME “&hw&w K/t”

16 oz.
S 6.00 ’
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
SOL
$8.50
CARBRAGAIA
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT so CAPSULEG S I 8.00
60 cAP6uLE6 522:oo
"4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 mmETs

$10.00

20&
16 OL
32 oz.

14aAY PAlwalE fifotiw
Idh4doal

Formula

2 oz.

GAlACLEANSE KlT

TEA BREEZE

A-GE Ad-Oxidant

\mounl

PER UNIT

OXVSOL
GAlALylE

t1

PRICE

Item

,.

I

WHEN

WATER SYSTEM

KIT

s80.00
19 50.00
lntroductorr
Price
$8.00

Pkase make all checks and TOTAL
mowodcfi
&‘I+’

Gdu

plyable m
produCtS

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126
. .
.,

SHIPPING 8, HANDLING
SUB TOTAL

SALES TAX Nevada residents only: rdd 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED
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FOR
INFORMATION
ABOUT
JOURNALS,
BOOKS,
ETC.,
’ MENTIONED
IN THIS
NEWS76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
PAPER,
PLEASE INQUIRE:

. . ..

P

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE
Pkoenix
Juumuls
AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN
TO
ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE Journal
ARE 56.00; ANY 4 Journals
ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journds
ARE
SS.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
** These marked ,Ioumals are out of stock until
further
notice.

38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II

41. THE DESTRUCT1oN
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
1. SIPAPU
ODYSSEY
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
5. FROM
HERE
TO ARMAGEDDON
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
l*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
10. PRIVACY
IN A FISHBOWL
DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
l‘12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM** 13. SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET
* l 14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
* l 15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
**16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
l*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
l l 18. BLOOD
AND ASHES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
‘*lg. FIRESTORM
IN BABYLON
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
l*23. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
22. PLEIADES COIVNECTION VOL I
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
l*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
69. TATTERED PAGES
l*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
+‘25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
7 1. COALESCENCE
*+26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNl*28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
FOLDED VOL. II
l *39
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77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TIUPAROUNDAMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA
IN PERIL-AN
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSJE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada
89126

(or call)
l-800-8004565
(Mastercard,
VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

USA (except Alaska 81Hawaii)
UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
AIASUA & HAWAll
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
UPS2nd day-$9.00 1st title, S 1 ea ad&l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, S 1SO ea ad&l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.30 ea add’1
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1 SO ea add’1
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)
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CONTACT,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Copyright

Statement

COPIXIGHT 1996 by CONTACT, Inc.
Reproduction of this newspaper for private,
non-profit use is vencouraeed,
as long
as the content and integrity remain absolutely
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly
forbidden
unless and until
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT,
INC.

SUBSCRIBE TO
CONTACT, CALL:

l-800-800-5565

805-822-0202

by

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label.
Ouantitv SubscriDtions;S95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
$160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US);
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIB’ ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3 .OOeach, Quantity back issue
prices are as follows:‘lst copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping
inCluded,~dinthecontinentalU.S.A.
Alaska,Hawa&can?da&F&gn
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges.

This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Watch
telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s
most recent writings.
This is our way of
keeping

you

fast-breaking

informed

about

news and events.

The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if not.
Thus daily callers can hang UP
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded.
The message
update(s), if any, occur by 6
PM Pacific Time.

